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IN T RO D U C TI O N
PURPOSE
This Comprehensive Plan is intended to guide decisions affecting the future of Ward County through land use
and development, transportation, and other infrastructure considerations. It also recognizes the importance of
coordinating decisions in these areas with economic development, emergency management, and other topics that
affect the quality of life and economic well-being of the County’s residents, businesses, and communities. Although
the Comprehensive Plan is advisory and not regulatory, it is the primary foundation for zoning and subdivision
regulations.
The purpose of this Comprehensive Plan is to maintain and enhance the quality of life of Ward County residents. As
noted in the North Dakota Century Code, by providing the basis for zoning regulations affecting the unincorporated
parts of Ward County, it has the capacity to protect the public health, safety, and welfare. North Dakota Century
Code Chapter 11-33 provides the authority of counties to establish comprehensive plans, and it identifies topics
that are clearly under the purview of the County to address through planning and zoning.
Ward County currently has 17 townships that have established their own zoning regulations. Some of these
townships have also established comprehensive plans. This Comprehensive Plan is intended to coordinate with
township land use plans to the extent that those plans are defined. According to the North Dakota Attorney
General, county zoning and township zoning may both exist, but whenever a township zoning ordinance addresses
a topic, the county zoning ordinance has no affect on that topic.

PROCESS
Figure 1.1 | Schedule

Figure 1.1 illustrates the overall planning process by which this comprehensive plan was developed. There were
two major activities during the initial phase of the project. A wealth of data on existing conditions was collected
and analyzed, and a variety of public engagement activities were conducted to help understand the issues and
opportunities facing Ward County.
During the second phase of the planning process, additional analysis was completed to develop a framework of the
concepts proposed to address the issues and opportunities defined in the first phase. These concepts were then
presented to and revised during discussions with the project study review committee, a county-wide task force, and
township leaders.
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The third phase was focused on developing the policies and strategies to be used to guide future development in
the direction established during the second phase. This included defining specific land use categories, establishing
checklists for land management processes, and providing more detail to the plan elements.
Throughout all three phases of the planning process, public engagement was used to inform and develop the
planning concepts in a manner that was consistent with the perspectives of county residents.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Dakota Territory became an organized incorporated territory on March 2, 1861 and included the territories of
present-day North and South Dakota. Ward County was established as a local government in the Dakota Territory
on November 23, 1885 with the first meeting of the Ward County Board of County Commissioners in Burlington.
The boundaries of Ward County at that time included parts or all of Renville, Stevens, Wynn, Burke, Mountrail
Counties (Stevens and Wynn Counties no longer exist). A 1908 ballot initiative precipitated action to split Ward
County into smaller counties. At that time the major cities by population in the region were Minot with 6,188
citizens and Burlington with 478. In 1910, Ward County ended up with its current boundaries, and its county seat
became Minot.
Planning and zoning was first established in Ward County in 1955 when Resolution 1 and 2 were passed. This
was as a result of local movement to get an air force base established in the County. The resolution provided
protection for the air force base from land uses that could negatively impact the base. In addition, the resolution
provides land use regulations for the rural areas of the county and is known as the rural zone. Additional
resolutions were also established in the next few years.
With the availability of assistance from the North Dakota State Planning Division, Ward County embarked on its
first comprehensive plan in 1974; however, it was never formally adopted. It focused on land use development
while preserving and encouraging the growth of agriculture use over a twenty-year time span. A second plan was
developed in 1994. It focused on encouraging development where appropriate while protecting agricultural land
use and planning for changing demographics.
In 1995 Resolution 6 repealed Resolutions 3-5 and created zoning district No. 6 which regulates the land use
surrounding cities. Additionally, Resolution 6 adopts the 1994 Comprehensive Plan as a guide for the orderly
development of the County in order to promote the general health, safety and general welfare of its citizens.
Resolution 7 was also passed to address a new law pertaining to waste management. It was later repealed.
In 2014 as a response to the 2011 flood, the County adopted the Ward County Floodplain Zoning Ordinance
to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare of Ward County and to minimize flood losses in the
floodplain.
This comprehensive plan is the third plan to be prepared for the County. The critical need that prompted the Plan
was a concern about the proper use of ROW dedication during platting review and approvals. It also responds to
the anticipated continued growth in the county.
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HOW TO USE THIS PLAN
As referenced previously, this comprehensive plan is intended to help Ward County accomplish the following
objectives:
▪▪ Protect public health safety and welfare
▪▪ Manage growth and change, especially in the area beyond cities’ jurisdictions
▪▪ Promote high quality of life
This often requires a balancing of diverse community values and goals. Fundamentally, the comprehensive plan
fulfills the North Dakota Century Code mandate for a comprehensive plan to guide land use policies and regulation.
In order to accomplish these purposes, the plan should be used to:
▪▪ Evaluate development proposals. Each application for a county decision pertaining to subdivision and zoning
should be evaluated in light of the Comprehensive Plan’s goals, policies, strategies, and analyses.
▪▪ Be the basis for zoning and subdivision regulation amendments. Some amendments to the zoning and
subdivision regulations of the county may be suggested by the plan itself. Others may be proposed at a
future time. In both cases, consistency with the Comprehensive Plan is essential.
▪▪ Identify specific activities to be accomplished to help implement the plan. This may include amendments to
regulations, participation in other planning processes, and informing other county plans such as the MultiHazard Mitigation Plan.
▪▪ Identify priorities and objectives that may require capital expenditures, such as identifying roads that
may need capacity improvements. Typically, capital improvement plans are used to help program such
expenditures into annual county budgets.
▪▪ Promote regional coordination. Many aspects of this plan will require coordination with multiple
jurisdictions in order to implement the plan or fully attain its objectives.
▪▪ Provide private decision-makers insight into investment opportunities that align with county wide plans and
objectives. Knowing that County officials follow the plan provides developers and citizens with a predictable
process and reliable guide for their own decisions related to property.
▪▪ Identify significant issues and opportunities worthy of further community/county action.
Specific recommendations to encourage appropriate use and timely updates of this Comprehensive Plan include:
▪▪ County Planning Staff should review any proposed county approval or decision coming before the Ward
County Planning Commission for consistency with the Comprehensive Plan. This should include Special
Use Permits, Conditional Use Permits, Zoning Map Amendments, Zoning Text Amendments, Subdivision
Text Amendments, Major or Minor Subdivision Plats, and appeals to decisions related to these processes.
A statement indicating the consistency or inconsistency with the Plan should be provided to the Planning
Commission and to the County Board for consideration.
▪▪ Each year the Planning Commission and the County Planning Staff should complete a review of topics and
applications to come before the Planning Commission in the previous year, to evaluate the effectiveness of
the County in implementing the comprehensive plan and to identify issues which may warrant changes to
policy or regulations in order to better promote the overall objectives of the comprehensive plan.
▪▪ Every five years (or sooner if needed), the Planning Commission and the County Planning Staff should
review trends and emerging issues which pertain to topics addressed in the comprehensive plan, and
consider if an update to the Comprehensive Plan should be undertaken.
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CONTE XT
DEMOGRAPHICS
Like other counties in North Dakota that are major regional economic centers, Ward County population growth has
consistently been on an upward trajectory throughout its history. Figure 2.1 illustrates this overall growth pattern
since its inception as a county in 1885.

Historical Population Trends

Figure 2.1 | Ward County Population Growth
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▪▪ The influx of workers related to the Bakken
oil and gas boom that began in 2009 and
did not slow until 2014.
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the overall growth of each incorporated city in Ward County. Many smaller communities in
Ward County reached their population peak decades ago, but the three cities of Burlington, Minot, and Surrey
reached their peak population during the recent oil boom.
Figure 2.2 | Growth by Incorporated City
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The overall pattern of decreasing rural population experienced throughout the United States also occurred in Ward
County. Over time this rural to urban population trend has slowed, but small rural communities often continue to
shrink due to the lack of jobs, services, and amenities. The North Dakota Governor’s Main Street Initiative offers
communities of all sizes encouragement and some direction to stabilize and grow.
Future growth of Ward County is strongly tied to future changes in the regional economy. Three different population
forecasts completed in 2016 offered a wide variety of potential growth scenarios suggesting the 2040 Ward County
population might range from a low of 76,861 to a high of 107,385. The scenario that most closely matches
current trends puts Ward County’s 2040 population at 84,924.
Figure 2.3 | Total Ward County Population
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ECONOMY
Ward County is one of four regional economic centers in North Dakota. The County has the fourth highest economic
output in the state. The major industries driving its economy are illustrated in Figure 2.4. In recent years the three
largest drivers have been the oil and gas industry, US Government installations and services, and agriculture.
Figure 2.4 | Employment by Industry, Selected Years
Industry

% Change
% Change
2001 to 2014 2014 to 2017

2001

2010

2014

2017

Farm employment

1206

916

959

908

-20%

-5%

Forestry, fishing, and related activities

125

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

341

874

2587

1907

659%

-26%

Utilities

109

107

151

138

39%

-9%

Construction

1829

2704

3961

2634

117%

-34%

Manufacturing

697

789

756

588

8%

-22%

Wholesale trade

1470

1531

2016

1885

37%

-6%

Retail trade

5222

5487

6879

5937

32%

-14%

Transportation and warehousing

1080

1318

2926

1868

171%

-36%

Information

667

605

578

512

-13%

-11%

Finance and insurance

1792

2386

2133

2012

19%

-6%

Real estate and rental and leasing

968

1684

2298

2264

137%

-1%

Professional, scientific, and technical
services

NA

1144

1668

1378

NA

-17%

NA

NA

105

110

NA

5%

2143

1598

1737

1582

-19%

-9%

Educational services

276

377

NA

NA

NA

NA

Health care and social assistance

5067

5547

5231

5437

3%

4%

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

478

557

598

650

25%

9%

Accommodation and food services

2807

3673

4303

3826

53%

-11%

Other services (except government and
government enterprises)

2147

2334

2501

2502

16%

0%

9914

11068 11098 11596

12%

4%

Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas
extraction

Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and support and waste
management and remediation services

Government and government enterprises

At its peak in 2014, the oil and gas industry represented 15% of the total employees in Ward County, and
contributed 28% of the total wages being paid in the County (Figure 2.5). While the statistics are not available for
2017, it is estimated that current contribution levels are nearer to 7% of total employees, and 12% of total wages.
Based on North Dakota Oil and Gas Division scenarios, future growth in oil and gas industry jobs in Ward County
is expected to see a moderate increase of between 250 and 350 jobs as more wells are brought online and higher
numbers of production staff are needed. Timing of this growth is uncertain, but could happen within the next five
years.
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Figure 2.5 | Ward County Oil Impact – Employment and Wages
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016

Direct Oil &
Related Oil &
Gas Employees Gas Employees
1,571
1,841
1,451
890

2,793
2,891
2,111
1,036

% of Total
Employees
14.4%
15.3%
12.0%
7.2%

Direct Oil &
Gas Wages
($M)
150.4
190.3
149.1
90.4

Related Oil &
Gas Wages
($M)
230.4
233.2
175.9
79.7

% of Total
Wages
26.8%
28.1%
22.4%
13.6%

The Minot Air Force Base and its outlying facilities are a major contributor to Ward County’s economy. According
to recent reports from MAFB, its total economic impact over the last decade has ranged from approximately $400
million to almost $600 million per year (see Figure 2.6). In 2017, MAFB had 6,611 direct employees, and an
additional 5,584 dependents living in the region. Although mission and staffing level changes do take place from
time to time, there is not currently any expectation that the current levels will decrease any time in the near future.
Figure 2.6 | MAFB Population and Economic Impact

The agricultural industry has been a major driver in Ward County’s economy for more than 100 years. An
illustration of the impact of agriculture on the regional economy can be drawn from the last two Censuses of
Agriculture. According to them, the market value of ag products sold was more than $167 million in 2007, and
more than $274 million on 2012. Although changes in commodity prices, farming practices, and technology will
continue to influence the level of economic impact from year to year, more than one million acres (93%) of the
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land in Ward County is used for farming and ranching, and will likely continue for decades to come. The greatest
opportunity for future economic change in Ward County may actually stem from agriculture and value-added
agriculture activities. Because Ward County and Minot are at the crossroads of major transportation networks and
in the middle of a large agriculture production region, the opportunity exists and is currently being developed to
create an agricultural product processing center in Minot that could substantially increase local employment levels
and lead to the doubling or tripling of the economic impact from value-added agriculture in Ward County.

HOUSING
One of the most important factors influencing the growth of a regional economy is the availability of housing for
workers and their families. According to the North Dakota Housing Finance Agency’s 2016 Statewide Housing
Needs Assessment, there were approximately 32,772 housing units in Ward County in 2014. This compares to the
2010 Decennial Census count of 26,294. Growth in units is a logical given the demand for housing created by the
Bakken oil and gas boom. The surge in housing demand from the early part of the decade, coupled with more than
4,000 units damaged as a result of the record flood of 2011, has resulted in a significant housing cost increases
in the county. Prices have begun to drop from their peak of a few years ago, but as a whole are still much higher
than they were prior to 2010. In addition to the overall increase in housing prices, the housing units lost due to the
flood of 2011 were primarily more moderately-priced units. This means that there is a severe shortage of workforce
housing in Ward County. The threshold, called Median Family Income (MFI), at which housing is considered
affordable is when housing costs are 30% or less of household income. Figure 2.7 illustrates that more than 16%
of owner-occupied households are paying more than 30% of their household income for housing costs, and that
more than 38% of renter-occupied households are paying more than 30% of their household income for housing.
Figure 2.7 | Owner versus Renter-Occupied Housing Costs in Ward County

The 2016 Housing Needs Assessment forecasts that the three lowest household income categories will see
significant increases between 2014 and 2029:
▪▪ 0-30% MFI – increase 25%
▪▪ 31-50% MFI – increase 23.8%
▪▪ 51-80% MFI – increase 30.1%
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NATURAL RESOURCES
In terms of its natural resources, Ward County is one of the largest and most diverse in North Dakota. There are
three major types of terrain in the County:
▪▪ The relatively rough and rocky hills, and small lakes, of the Missouri Coteau that traverse from northwest to
south east in the southwestern part of the county.
▪▪ The rich soils and wetlands found in the Souris River valley that runs from Des Lacs Lake in the northwest
to the southeast.
▪▪ The gently rolling prairie pothole region that is found at the edges of the Missouri Coteau and the Souris
River valley in the remainder of the county.
Figure 2.8 illustrates these features, as well as a number of important wildlife refuges and other areas that provide
habitat to the rich diversity of plant and animal life in the county. These features provide a basis for a variety of
outdoor recreational activities for residents and tourists alike. Hunting, fishing, and birding are all important tourist
activities and contribute to the high quality of life of county residents.
Figure 2.8 | Ward County Natural Features
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The Souris River Valley is subject to flooding, which like the Red River Valley in eastern North Dakota, is worsened
because the river outlets are located in the north. This means that areas farther south may melt first and cause
runoff that backs up behind the still frozen channel of the river to the north. A flood of record occurred in Ward
County in 2011 and caused more than $100 million in damages. In response to this flooding, FEMA is completing
a new flood insurance study for the region. Preliminary floodplains based on this study are illustrated in Figure
2.9. Areas indicated as A, AE, and AE Floodway Zones are all areas with a 1% annual chance of flooding, and are
subject to flood insurance requirements.
Figure 2.9 | Ward County Flood Hazards
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Terrain variety naturally results in a wide variety of soil types in Ward County as well. Some of these soils are not
well-suited for agriculture production. Figure 2.10 illustrates the areas of prime farmland in Ward County.
Figure 2.10 | Ward County Prime Farmlands

Other soils are not conducive to onsite septic systems typically used in rural areas. Consequently, instead of the
typical absorption trenches used for onsite septic systems when soils drain well, two other septic system designs
are commonly used. These are pressurized seepage beds and above grade mound systems. The poor soils for onsite
septic systems is especially problematic in areas where major subdivisions are developed such as those around the
cities of Minot and Burlington.
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INFRASTRUCTURE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES
Development always involves the provision of some level of infrastructure to support it. At a minimum, systems for
water supply, sewage disposal, and transportation are needed. Additional systems typical in modern development
include electricity, gas, and communications. Rural areas typically have less complete infrastructure systems, while
cities frequently have significantly higher levels of infrastructure.
The majority of Ward County is served by two rural water supply systems. Figure 2.11 illustrates the service areas
of both the North Prairie Water Users District and the Upper Souris Water Users District. The southwest corner of
Ward County does not have a designated Water Users District.
Figure 2.11 | Ward County Water Districts
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Several of the cities in Ward County are also served by a rural water supply system. Actual water service available
from these rural water supply systems does not cover the entire areas of the designated districts. This is due in part
to the way rural water supply systems were developed. When a district was first formed, rural residents could sign
up to be a part of the system. Those who signed up were intended to be connected to the system over time as the
network of water pipes and reservoirs was expanded. However, the water distribution system was engineered to
supply only a certain volume of water within certain areas, depending on the number of connections to be provided.
If additional development were to occur later, or more people were to decide to sign up for service later, there
would not necessarily be sufficient system capacity to provide the water. In those instances, it would take a system
upgrade before additional service could be provided. There are parts of Ward County that are so sparsely populated
they may never have the numbers to allow system expansion to occur in an economical way.
The majority of rural Ward County uses onsite septic systems for sewage disposal. However, many of the County’s
soils are not conducive to onsite septic systems. Consequently, instead of the typical absorption trenches used
for onsite septic systems when soils drain well, two other septic system designs are commonly used. These are
pressurized seepage beds and above grade mound systems.
All of the cities in Ward County have municipal wastewater collection and treatment systems. However, some parts
of some of these cities are still served by onsite septic systems because it has not been cost-effective to extend
wastewater collection systems to serve them. The poor soils for onsite septic systems are especially problematic
in areas where major subdivisions are developed such as those around the cities of Minot and Burlington. Rural
community collection systems have been installed in three areas of the county to serve major subdivisions. One is
located around Rice Lake in the southwestern part of Ward County. The other two are located adjacent to the city of
Minot.
Electricity is provided throughout rural Ward County by two rural electric cooperatives. Verendrye Electric
Cooperative serves all of the County except the “gooseneck” townships in the northwest. Those townships are
served by Burke-Divide Electric Cooperative. As illustrated in Figure 2.12, the cities in Ward County are served by
one of four electric service providers: Montana Dakota
Utilities, Verendrye Electric Cooperative, Ottertail
Figure 2.12 | Utility Service Availability by City
Power Company, and/or Xcel Energy.
MDU Verendrye Ottertail Xcel
A few cities in Ward County also have access to
Berthold city
G
E
natural gas provided by Montana Dakota Utilities.
Burlington city
G
E
E
These are Berthold, Burlington, Des Lacs, Minot, and
Carpio city
E
Surrey.
Des Lacs city
G
Communications services in Ward County are provided
Donnybrook city
E
by three primary communications companies as
well as two cellular telephone service providers. SRT
Douglas city
E
Communications provides service to Minot as well
Kenmare city
E
as many of the smaller communities in Ward County.
Makoti city
E
Midcontinent Communications provides service to
Minot city
G
E
E
Minot, Minot Air Force Base, and Surry. Reservation
Ryder city
E
Telephone Cooperative provides service to Kenmare
Sawyer city
E
and some adjacent rural areas.
Surrey city
G
E
Transportation systems available in Ward County
are discussed in the Transportation chapter of this
document.

G

Natural Gas Service

E

Electricity Service
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ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
In order to identify issues and opportunities that may need to be addressed in this comprehensive plan, a series of
public engagement activities were initiated at the beginning of the planning process. The primary findings of the
initial engagement process are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Feedback from survey responses helped to define several important issues. When asked about the most important
issues facing Ward County, the most common responses were farmland preservation, cost of living, crime and
safety, traffic, and public service costs. The most important roadway needs identified were gravel road conditions,
right-of-way and access standards, and pavement conditions. Water supply was the most frequently identified
infrastructure need. The most significant constraints on development were identified as uncertainty about the
economy and current zoning ordinances. Although opinions about the way future land uses should be distributed
in Ward County were more evenly distributed, the most common opinion was that they should be similar to the
current distribution. A significant majority of respondents thought that existing County regulations were not clear.
More than 75% of respondents thought that Ward County should do more about directing future development to
appropriate locations.
Comments about issues and opportunities for Ward County to address were received during five public input
meetings and a task force meeting during
Figure 2.13 | Dominant Public Input Topics for Ward County
the first phase of the planning process.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the dominant topics
identified in those comments. Based on the
public input received and the initial analysis
of existing and future conditions, 10 key
topics were listed to be addressed in the
Comprehensive Plan. These were:

1. Land Use & Development
2. Transportation
3. Utilities/Infrastructure
4. Intergovernmental Coordination
5. Public Safety
6. Cost of Living
7. Quality of Life
8 . Housing
9. Emergency Management
10. Economic Development
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T R A N S P O R TATI O N
EXISTING TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Roadways
JURISDICTIONAL OWNERSHIP
There are approximately 2,671 miles of roadway in Ward County. As illustrated
in Table 3.1, more than half of these roads are township roads. Figure 3.2 on
the following page illustrates their distribution throughout the County.
These roadways fall under one of four jurisdictional categories based on what
governmental entity has ownership or responsibility for them.
The North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) has responsibility
for interstate highways, US highways, and state highways which provide for
cross-country routes for both regional and national travel. NDDOT also works
with counties to designate, design, and maintain the County roads that are
classified as Federal Aid Routes or County Major Collectors (CMC). Ward
County is located within NDDOT’s Minot District and is among 53 counties
where NDDOT allocates their federal highway funds.

Table 3.1 Roadway Miles in
Ward County by Jurisdiction
United States
North Dakota
Ward County
Townships
Cities
TOTAL

60
69
714
1,566
262
2,671

The Ward County Highway Department is responsible for constructing, maintaining, and operating the county road
systems as designated by the Board of Ward County Commissioners. In addition to the county road system, Ward
County is responsible to coordinate with North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) on the state highway
system, as well as with each municipality and township regarding local roadways. Intergovernmental coordination
is critical amongst the various entities to ensure the roadway system operated, managed and maintained in such
a manner to facilitate appropriate access for residential developments, commercial, and industrial properties; as
well as for regional mobility throughout the state of North Dakota and beyond. A functional transportation network
is an important component to support and sustain
future economic development and investment
Figure 3.1 | Functional Class Concept
in Ward County and other strategic goals of the
community established within this Comprehensive
Plan. The remaining roads in Ward County are the
responsibility of Townships or Cities.

ROADWAY CLASSIFICATION
Roadways function in different ways depending
on their traffic volume capacity and their overall
purpose or operating characteristics. They range from
freeways that are designed to carry large volumes
of traffic at high speeds over long distances to local
streets that are intended to provide direct access to
adjacent property, and are designed to carry much
lower volumes at typically slower speeds.
The Functional Classification System for roadways
illustrated in Figure 3.1 is based on the premise that
there are two primary road functions – access and
17 | FUTURE FORWARD

Figure 3.2 | Roads in Ward County
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mobility, and that all roadways serve one or the other, or both of those functions. Roadways that only serve one
function tend to be safer and operate more efficiently. But it takes a balance between all four roadways illustrated
here to provide the greatest degree of safety and efficiency.
Functional Classification is also used as a formal system to uniformly compile and report the extent, condition and
performance of the United States roadways. It is also used to provide a process of classification to help determine
eligibility of roadways for funding under federal aid programs. In general terms an interstate system prioritizes
mobility and has very strict access controls while permitting higher travel speeds. On the opposite end of the
continuum are local roadways which generally prioritize access over mobility (Figure 3.2). Arterial and collector
roadways are typically the connecting links between major commercial or industrial nodes, residential sub-areas
and often interstate systems or major highway networks.
A complete description of the Functional Classification System and its application in Ward County is provided in the
2019 Ward County Transportation Plan. However, of special note to the Ward County Comprehensive Plan is the
distinction between two types of Collector Roads within the County as depicted in Figure 3.3. Collector roadways
are lower traffic volume corridors that ‘collect’ vehicle trips from residential or low volume local roads (township)
and eventually feed into a more robust network of arterials and/or principle arterials.
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Figure 3.3 | Roads in Ward County
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Collectors provide service to important trip generators such as schools, recreational areas, employment centers
and residential neighborhoods. Counties, such as Ward, typically classify their most significant corridors as Major
Collectors. In urban areas, such as Minot, a collector and minor collector designation is typically used.
In North Dakota and at the County level, it is typical transportation planning practice to identify County Major
Collectors (CMC) corridors. These corridors are referenced as “on-system” and more specifically these roadways are
considered as Federal aid eligible roads. These corridors are the most significant corridors in the County, and often
representing segments of a network with certain characteristics, as follows: (1) higher traffic volumes; (2) major
truck/freight mobility routes; (3) critical roadway connections to urban areas or between rural nodes; (4) major
industrial or commercial business corridors. These roads have historically been called “farm to market roads”,
however that vernacular is no longer used.
Almost 65% (or 452 miles) of all Ward County roads are classified as Major Collectors. County Major Collectors, or
CMC’s, are roads identified as the top tier of county roads and are considered “on system” and eligible for Federal
aid funding through NDDOT. Local roadways are intended to provide access to adjacent land parcels or properties
and provide service to travel relatively short distances compared to the higher classified roads. Just over 35% (262
miles) of Ward County roads are classified as Local Roads. The balance of roads in Ward County are primarily
under township jurisdiction and are also classified as Local Roads.

ROAD SURFACE, CONDITION & MAINTENANCE
Ward County is responsible for the maintenance of the existing infrastructure of roadways and bridges on the county
road systems. Figure 3.2 (page 18) shows existing surface types for all Ward County corridors. Of the 714 miles of
roadway under County jurisdiction, 412 miles are gravel roads, and the remaining 302 miles are paved.
Residents of the county expect roadways to be properly maintained with an appropriate pavement or graveled
condition. The majority of the County’s paved road system is in decent condition, but it is important to note that
these roadways and the corresponding subbase were not designed to accommodate a gross weight of 105,500
pounds. The County currently does not have a formal pavement management program, but it strives to provide
a managed pavement condition. As such, based on the current state of the network there is a considerable
maintenance investment that is necessary to appropriately maintain the paved road system. The County currently
has a gravel maintenance program consisting of both County and contract graveling. The County typically gravels
around 40 to 50 miles of roadway each year, placing around 60,000 to 80,000 cubic yards of gravel each year.
Additional information on county road system conditions and maintenance needs are addressed in the 2019 Ward
County Transportation Plan.

TRAFFIC VOLUME
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes show how many vehicles travel on the road on an average day. Traffic volumes
around Ward County are generally low. Traffic volumes are shown in Figure 3.4. These volumes were obtained from
NDDOT and are updated periodically. The vintage of data shown varies widely, so conditions may have changed
in some outlying areas. However, data points nearer the Burlington, Minot and Surrey areas are fairly current. The
highest volumes are along roadways with good connectivity to major economic centers, specifically those Ward
County roads around the cities of Burlington, Minot and Surrey. Ward County has used traffic data to assist in
managing historic investments in roadways in Ward County.
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Figure 3.4 | Traffic Volumes
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Traffic conditions in Ward County are typical for a rural North Dakota county where volumes are heaviest around
urban areas but fall off sharply in the rural areas. Ward County monitors traffic conditions regularly, as conditions
warrant, updated data is collected as necessary to assist with roadway improvements.

SAFETY
A safety analysis for Ward County was completed in 2017 as part of the Local Road Safety Program developed with
NDDOT. This analysis identified various safety trends and statistics within the County which in turn transitioned in
to a more detailed and implementable safety plan.
Between 2013 and 2017, there were about 6,700 crashes in Ward County. Out of the total crashes, less than 1
percent were fatal, about 22 percent were injury, and the remaining were Property Damage Only (PDO) crashes.
Out of the 22 percent injury crashes, less than 3 percent were severe, less than 8 percent non-incapacitating,
and the remaining were possible injury-related crashes. Approximately 81 percent of the total number of crashes
occurred within a 1-mile radius of the city of Minot. A variety of factors including geometry, speed, capacity, and
access contributed to these crash trends. Figure 3.5 shows the overall distribution of crashes between 2013 and
2017 in Ward County.
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Figure 3.5 | Crash Distribution
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Bridges
Ward County has 72 bridge structures, 29 of which are on the County road system and are specifically owned and
maintained by the County. In addition, Ward County assists several townships within the county in the repair of
bridges on Township roads. There are 43 bridges on the township road system in Ward County.
The County inspects all bridges on County and township roads, and when in the opinion of the engineer, the
structure is in such poor condition that it is a hazard, the bridges considered are closed to use by the public. When
such bridge is located on Township roads the Township Board may submit a request for bridge replacement. The
County reviews the requests and determines the need and priority of the Township structures for these projects
based upon funding availability. The 2019 Ward County Transportation Plan summarizes a review of the Ward
County bridge inventory in order to provide detailed understanding of future investment needs. Generally speaking,
development is not impacted by potential bridge closures. Alternative routes are always available in the case of a
closure. The only other situation which could theoretically impact development would be the case where the bridge
serves a single site and the cost of bridge replacement outweighs the value of the site.

Airports
There are 13 airports in Ward County, including one commercial airport, Minot International in Minot, one
general aviation airport, Kenmare Municipal in Kenmare, one air force base, and 10 private airports. Minot
International Airport, approximately 2 miles north of downtown Minot is a commercial service airport providing
scheduled passenger carriers (Allegiant Air, Delta, and United Airlines), overnight cargo, and complete general
aviation services. The airport encompasses approximately 1,482 acres. The airport served around 31,000 aircraft
operations and enplaned more than 220,000 passengers in the federal fiscal year 2014. These 13 airports are
shown in Figure 3.6. The Minot Air Force Base is located in rural Ward County and is surrounded by land under
the land use control of Ward County. Many land use planning considerations for airports also apply to the Air Force
Base.
Airports must be protected outside the boundaries of the airport in two key areas. These are protecting from
obstructions through height restrictions and protecting from incompatible land uses through zoning or other
land use restrictions. The airport owner is often not the same entity that is able to exercise land use control or
height control surrounding the airport. For this reason, all governing bodies which have land use control around a
particular airport should coordinate their control measures to maintain the functionality of the airport. For public
airports the documents that can be referenced are the Airport Layout Plan and possibly a Land Use Compatibility
Plan. For military airports there is often a Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) which identifies the issues for a specific
airport. A JLUS was completed for the Minot Air Force Base in 2015, and provides a host of strategies to maintain
and improve the compatibility of Base operations with surrounding land uses.
Height control is specific to each airport using established standards to identify airspace obstructions around
airports. Examples of obstructions include trees, buildings, poles, towers, terrain, mobile objects, and aircraft
tails. Sufficiently clear airspace near the approach and departure runway ends are vitally important for safe airport
operations. An FAA aeronautical study is typically completed to determine the operational impacts and necessary
mitigation of obstructions (i.e. lowering, lighting, marking, publish operational restrictions). Land use controls may
be used to eliminate the development of new obstructions to the airspace surrounding airports.
Land use control is focused on protecting people on the ground from a safety standpoint as well as quality of life.
This is done in a manner that allows people as much property use as possible around the airport while ensuring
that the uses of the land do not impede the long-term viability of the airport. Examples of incompatible uses include
various higher residential densities and uses that congregate people. Land use control should also be exercised to
protect airport operations. An important example of this is minimizing land uses that could act as attractors for
birds.
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Figure 3.6 | Airports in Ward County
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Railroads
Figure 3.7 shows railroad corridors in Ward County. Four railroad companies provide freight service to and through
Ward County, as summarized below.
▪▪ Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) has 196 miles of track in Ward County with 95 crossings on Countyowned roadways.
▪▪ Canadian Pacific Railway (CPRS) has 111 miles of track in Ward County with 61 crossings on Countyowned roadways.
▪▪ Mohall Central Railroad (MHC) has 5 miles of track in Ward County with 6 crossings on County-owned
roadways.
▪▪ Northern Plains Railroad (NPR) has 6 miles of track in Ward County with 2 crossings on County-owned
roadways.
Freight movement through Ward County is supported by these existing rail systems. Ward County remains in the
top 5 of freight-rail originating and terminating counties in North Dakota, based on recent analysis as part of the
NDDOT State Rail Plan (2017). In total there 164 rail crossings on Ward County corridors. Ward County continues
to proactively monitor safety at these intersections, and address concerns as they arise. One concern that has not
been addressed effectively is a relatively recent railbed raise on the BNSF rail line running through the County.
The railroad made no effort to coordinate with the county in ensuring appropriate regrading of the approaches to
railroad crossings. The net result is essentially an oversized speed table that impacts traffic speeds and flow.
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Figure 3.7 | Railroads in Ward County
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
The ability of pedestrian and bicyclists to access desired destinations for daily needs, such as work, grocery,
and recreation is an important component of a multimodal transportation system. In addition, a multimodal
transportation system that is planned and coordinated with the future land use pattern protects natural resources
and reduces carbon gas emissions. The County offers two trail facilities that support a range of active and passive
recreation experiences.
▪▪ The Freedom Trail begins on the outskirts of Minot and travels north for 10 miles along the former Tatman
Branch Line right-of-way. The trail runs parallel to 27th Street NE for most of its length.
▪▪ The Burlington Walking Path is a 5-mile concrete trail that connects Minot with Burlington. The trail
parallels County Road 15 for majority of its length, which converts to 4th Avenue as it approaches Minot.

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
Freight and Major Traffic Movement Needs
The preceding section discussed the existing county road transportation network by ownership, functional
classification, condition and maintenance, traffic volume, and safety. The county roads functionally classified as
County Major Collectors, also known as CMC roads, are expected to and generally do carry more traffic than other
roads in the rural part of the County because of their routing, wider and improved road surfaces. These roads
are especially significant because they, along with the state and federal highway system, create a framework
throughout the county to carry freight and the larger traffic volumes safely and at higher speeds than the remaining
rural road system in the County. This framework is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The map illustrates locations of gravel
pits, grain terminals, and other sites that attract or generate significant freight traffic. Most of these locations
are adjacent to the framework roads. The Regionally Significant Corridors are candidates for future safety and/
or capacity improvements and must be protected from development activities that would limit their potential for
improvements.
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Figure 3.8 | Regionally Significant Corridors
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Development Patterns and Roadway Corridor Preservation Needs
The highest levels of development activity in recent years have occurred primarily in areas that are adjacent
to the Cities of Burlington, Minot, and Surrey. There have been no major residential subdivisions developed in
recent years except within townships adjoining these cities, or along the ND 52 corridor. Small outlot or single lot
subdivisions have been a much more common occurrence. (Please refer to the Land Use Chapter for more details
on this subject.)
The current County regulations have applied a one size fits all approach to corridor preservation throughout the
County. This approach has required Right-of-Way dedication and donation. This in turn has created multiple
situations where the right-of-way requirements have been questioned. A preferred guiding principle for county
regulations is to use the minimum requirement needed to accomplish objectives.
While the intended objective of corridor preservation is appropriate, it is feasible to use a more nuanced approach
than the current county regulations use. A preferred objective should be to ensure that a roadway corridor can be
preserved for potential capacity and/or safety improvements while minimizing impacts on adjacent properties.
There are multiple mechanisms which could be used to reach this objective. These include but may not be limited
to setback requirements, right-of-way dedication, and easements.
▪▪ In keeping with the principle of using the minimum requirements necessary to accomplish objectives,
setback requirements may be considered the minimum requirement because they operate outside of
the division of land requirements. They have the benefit of applying to all parcels adjacent to roadways
instead of only those where land is being divided as in the case of the current county regulations. Setback
requirements are not functional unless the existing zoning agency adopts setbacks sufficient to meet the
corridor preservation needs along all classifications of roads. It also requires vigilance in implementing the
setback requirements.
▪▪ In cases where setback requirements are not functional for whatever reason, at least two other alternatives
exist. Right-of-way dedication is one of these alternatives. Right-of-way dedication as envisioned in this
document does not include donation of land. The fee simple title remains with the parcel adjoining the
roadway, but has the effect of setting aside the area dedicated for travel by the public. Pending results of
further research on the mechanics of the process, one of the effects of right-of-way dedication as envisioned
is that the land so dedicated is exempt from property tax. A second effect is that the dedicated right-of-way
remains in place unless a vacation process unencumbers the underlying property.
▪▪ A third mechanism by which the objective of corridor preservation might be established is an easement for
the specific purpose of limiting the types of activity which are allowed within the easement. Similar to rightof-way dedication, the fee simple title remains with the parcel adjoining the roadway. In contrast to right-ofway dedication, taxes are paid on the land within the easement. Also in contrast to right-of-way dedication,
the easement may be terminated by reaching the end of a specified time period, by the occurrence of
specific criteria or by extinguishing an easement through abandonment or prescription.
As noted previously, different roads in Ward County are intended to function differently. In order for the Major
County Collector roads to function properly they should have more limited access than local roads, and should be
designed for higher speeds and safety at higher speeds. This means that wider clear zones may be needed than at
lower speeds. A clear zone is the area outside the edge of traffic lanes that provides a traversable and unobstructed
roadside (see Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9 | Clear Zones

In a study completed in 2014 for the NDDOT it was found that paved roads with ADT’s above 450 were subject
to significantly higher severe lane departure crashes. The same study found that when access density along paved
rural county roads exceeded six access points per mile there was a significant increase in the likelihood of severe
crashes occurring. The study also identified paved county roads without a useable shoulder and/or a reasonable
clear zone as having high risks of crashes. The implications of these findings are that County Major Collector roads
should have clear zones without obstructions and useable shoulders. According to AASHTO’s Roadside Design
Guide and the MNDOT Roadside Design Manual clear zone widths are determined primarily by these factors:
speed, traffic volume, slope, and horizontal curvature. “Generally, higher speeds, steeper fill slopes, higher volumes,
and locations along the outside of horizontal curves require larger clear zones.” [Minnesota’s Best Practices and
Policies for Safety Strategies on Highways and Local Roads, pgs 51-53.] While the NDDOT study referenced above
focused on paved roads, unpaved roads are also the subject of safety considerations.
Another important safety consideration is intersection sight distances. A wide variety of impediments to adequate
sight distances can occur in the County. It is important to the traveling public that wherever possible the County
mitigates or eliminates these safety concerns.
Ward County has the responsibility to provide safe and adequate roadways to address the needs of the traveling
public. This includes planning for future roadway improvements. But it is constrained by the cost of such
improvements. If right-of-way for future roadway improvements is protected without having to pay for right-of-way,
cost savings are achieved. Fairness to property owners is an equal responsibility. If the County needs to buy ROW
to improve roads for overall needs of the traveling public, then those who are developing land along the roadways
have as much right to be paid for the ROW as those who are not developing their land. If on the other hand,
roadway improvements are needed to address safety and/or capacity needs caused by development, the cost of
those roadway improvements including adequate ROW should be the responsibility of the developer.
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Rural - Urban Coordination Boundary
A Rural-Urban Coordination (RUC) Boundary was developed as part of the 2019 Ward County Comprehensive and
Transportation Plans. The RUC Boundary contains the 12 townships around the Burlington-Minot-Surrey area of
Ward County. The RUC Boundary was developed based primarily on the following:
1.

This boundary represents an area of Ward County that has experienced the majority of the growth and
development pressure within Ward County over the last several years. In addition to already identified
growth areas within the adjacent municipalities and their corresponding extraterritorial areas, this sub-area
of Ward County will be the target for most projected development and investment over the lifespan of this
Comprehensive Plan.

2.

The RUC boundary represents a critical area that should require an increased level of coordination between
Ward County, townships and the cities of Burlington, Minot and Surrey. The boundary represents a
geographic area that may serve as a future metropolitan planning area (MPA) boundary if portions of Ward
County were to be designated as an urbanized area (an area having a population over 50,000) following
the 2020 or a later census.

3.

The RUC Boundary demarcates an area to consider more stringent development standards to guide future
land use, zoning and subdivision requirements following the development of the Comprehensive Plan.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
Regionally Significant Corridors
A network of Regionally Significant Corridors (RSC) have been identified for Ward County. The RSC represents
corridors of significance to internal movements of traffic within Ward County. Interregional and interstate traffic
movements through Ward County are handled on corridors such as US 2, US 2 Business Route within Minot,
US 52, US 83, ND 23 and ND 28. Therefore, these corridors are not included as part of the RSC. While these
corridors are regionally significant, they are not the responsibility of Ward County.
The RSC network has been developed to provide an increased level of focus on critical corridors addressing several
key inputs identified at the county level by Ward County residents:
▪▪ Agricultural & Freight Needs – Move freight throughout Ward County and provide links to routes connecting
Ward County to markets throughout North Dakota and the nation.
▪▪ Intra-County Mobility / Linkages to Statewide and Interstate Corridors – Support a roadway network of
county corridors that integrate with existing corridors maintained and operated by NDDOT to ensure both
intra and inter-county movements.
▪▪ Economic Development – Provide a system of roadways that supports existing and future economic
development centers throughout Ward County.
▪▪ Transportation Security – Support the safety and security of Ward County residents through the development
of a dependable transportation system resilient to both natural, technological, and man-made disasters.
Include consideration for corridors critical to the function of the Minot Air Force Base (MAFB).
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The RSC network would not replace but rather augment functional class. The RSC network provides another metric
in future decision making on Ward County corridors relative to funding and investment prioritization. Specifically, in
the more rural parts of Ward County outside the RUC boundary, the RSC network assists with establishing corridors
to consider stronger standards regarding access, setbacks and right-of way in addition to road design standards
consistent with their intended function.
Figure 3.8 on page 30 shows the proposed RSC network for Ward County. The RSC network combined with the
interregional and interstate network are the backbone of the transportation system for Ward County. These corridors
represent about 45% of all Ward County roadways and nearly 75% of all existing CMC’s. Table 3.2 provides a
summary of the RSC network by specific segment. Further detail about the proposed RSC network is provided
in the 2019 Ward County Transportation Plan. When changes are made to the Transportation Plan the impacts
of those changes should be evaluated for potential changes to County policies and standards, including those
identified in this Comprehensive Plan.
Table 3.2 | Segments of Regionally Significant Corridor
Roadway
Ward 1
Ward 10
Ward 10A
Ward 12
Ward 12 NE
Ward 14

Length (mi)
10
31
2
6
5
22

Ward 15

19

Ward 16
Ward 17
Ward 18
Ward 19
Ward 2
Ward 20
Ward 23
Ward 24
Ward 3
Ward 6
Ward 8
Ward 9

19
5
16
9
18
23
38
18
3
20
24
35
322

TOTAL
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Termini
North: County 2 to South: ND 50
East: 11th St NE to West: County 9
East: County 19 to West: US 2
East: US 2 to West: County 19
North: County 19 to South: County 12
East: 16th St SW to West: County 9
North: County 14 to South: County 18; and North: County 8 to
South: ND 83
East: County 23 to West: County 15
North: County 15 to South: County 14
East: US 52 to West: County 15
North: County 8 to South: County 12
East: 352nd St NW to West: West County Line
East: US 83 to West: County 9
North: County 8 to South: South County Line
East: US 83 to West: ND 28
North: 464th Ave NW to South: County 2
East: US 83 to West: US 52/ND 28
East: County 23 to West: US 52
North: US 2 to South: South County Line
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Future Functional Class
Functional Class is important at a County-wide scale to ensure roadways are being identified and classified
in a manner that will facilitate appropriate prioritization and decision making relative to county transportation
investments and mobility needs. The majority of Ward County roads are appropriately classified throughout the
rural portions of Ward County.
More consideration is needed in the area around Burlington, Minot and Surrey, inside the Rural-Urban Coordination
(RUC) Boundary. It will be especially important for intergovernmental coordination and communication to address
expectations regarding roadway design standards, right-of-way and access management.
Within the RUC Boundary, the Plan has intentionally identified certain existing Ward County corridors as Future
Minor Arterial roadways. The intent of this approach was based on the following rationale:
1.

Appropriately align with development trends and growth patterns within the City of Minot and its 2035 long
range transportation plan.

2.

Increase the probability of intergovernmental coordination with respect to corridor preservation and
transportation planning decision making for roadways that are likely to experience urban level or higher
intensity development within and adjacent to existing ET Areas.

Figure 3.10 depicts the proposed Future Functional Classification Network specific to the RUC Boundary.
Figure 3.10 | Future Functional Class Roads
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Corridor Preservation
The fundamental concept of the functional class roadway system is that roadways intended to serve different
functions will have different design characteristics. These design characteristics include travel lane width, shoulder
width, ditch slope, clear zone, separation, and access density. Roads intended to carry higher traffic volumes
and to allow safe vehicle operation at higher speeds generally require more roadway corridor width. This is
especially the case if there is potential need for a center turn lane or two travel lanes in each direction. It is more
cost effective to use rural sections than curb and gutter sections for rural roads. Consequently, ditches to convey
stormwater are also an essential part of roadway design. Local terrain will determine the actual roadway crosssection at any specific location, but generally ditch bottoms can be assumed to be lower than surrounding field
elevations because this allows water to flow from the fields and promote timely agricultural activity. Therefore, a
typical cross-section for roadway design needs to incorporate a ditch bottom and backslope as well as the inslope.
The minimum inslope ratio needs to be 4:1 in order to provide the opportunity for recovery if a vehicle leaves the
traveled roadway. For County roads, a minimum separation distance from road top to ditch bottom is 4.5 feet. One
additional consideration pertaining to roadway design characteristics is providing adequate storage area for snow
during winter maintenance operations. It is therefore recommended that the roadway corridor width to be preserved
should incorporate all of the above design characteristics.
Since sight distances at intersections are a critical aspect of roadway safety, it is therefore recommended that land
use and development requirements address sight distances consistent with anticipated future roadway speeds at all
intersections.
The 2019 Ward County Transportation Plan provides a detailed discussion of the needs and benefits of establishing
a southwest-southeast connector corridor as depicted in Figure 3.10. It is recommended that this entire corridor
be preserved as a future minor arterial roadway with access limitations and roadway widths sufficient to allow free
flowing traffic that incorporates ag equipment and freight movement.

Safety Considerations
As recently as 2015, motor vehicle crashes were the 13th leading cause of death, and the second leading cause of
unintentional injury deaths, in the United States. Roadway safety is a paramount concern for Ward County.
Vehicle crashes involving two or more vehicles usually happen at conflict points. Access management is a proactive corridor management tool which refers to a set of techniques to minimize/control the number of conflict
points on a corridor to preserve the functional integrity of a corridor. Access management policies are intended to
ensure effective and reliable mobility by reducing crashes, traffic delays and congestion, which maximizes corridor
capacity and functionality.
Access spacing is critical to achieving and preserving corridor functionality in terms of traffic safety, capacity,
operations, road design, coordination of traffic signals, and pedestrian safety. Arterial roadways have the capability
of accommodating larger volumes of traffic and at a higher speed. Therefore, access limitations are important to
protect the function and integrity of the arterials. Collector roads serve as a link between local roads and arterials
and therefore these facilities are designed to provide more access to local land uses. Research has shown that
as the density of access points increase, whether public or private, the traffic carrying capacity of the roadways
decreases and the vehicular crash rate increases. Minimum stopping sight distance is a critical consideration
in determining access spacing. Of particular relevance are the findings of a NDDOT study showing significant
increased hazards when access density exceeds six per mile.
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It is recommended that the following components are incorporated into an access management policy to be
considered and implemented by the County:
1.

Access and Development definitions

2.

Minimum Access Spacing (Roadways, Driveways and Intersections) and Access Connections (field
approach, field opening)

3.

Permanent and Temporary Access

4.

Access Alignment Standards & Geometrics

5.

Full versus Limited Access

6.

Turn Movements / Auxiliary Lanes

7.

Shared Access

8.

Negative Access Easements and Platting

9.

Intergovernmental Coordination and Subdivision/Platting Approvals

10. Non-conforming Access (including continuation and discontinuation)
11. Violations and Appeals
Elements such as medians, auxiliary lanes, driveway design, intersection channelization, frontage roads, and
grade separations are used to help manage access. It is further recommended that in order to support good
access management decision making, the County should adopt guidelines developed from common best practices
employed by NDDOT, Transportation Research Board (TRB) and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
As noted previously there are 164 railroad crossings on County roads alone in Ward County. There are many more
on township roads. Traffic safety and mobility are both concerns related to these railroad crossings. Recent BNSF
activity noted earlier essentially significantly reduced mobility at a crossing on County Road 9 near Berthold. It is
likely that other Counties and Cities in North Dakota have experienced similar unilateral actions by railroads that
have affected mobility and safety. It is recommended that Ward County consider pursuing a collective approach
with all relevant North Dakota jurisdictions and agencies to encourage a cooperative approach to roadway-railroad
interfaces in the State.
Hazardous materials transportation is another often overlooked safety consideration. The 2017 Ward County
MultiHazard Mitigation Plan identifies potential risks pertaining to hazardous materials releases and transport. A
fundamental consideration is proximity of development to potential release locations. If a crash of a hazardous
materials transport were to occur in the vicinity of residences and other locations with high risk to people, the
potential release could cause the need to evacuate affected people. It is recommended that potential releases be
considered during the review and approval of development proposals and roadway development.

Interjurisdictional Coordination
Reviewing roadway jurisdiction is important as the built environment continues to evolve. Starting in the mid1990s, Ward County started to evaluate jurisdictional alignments of roadways throughout the county. The primary
goal of reviewing jurisdiction alignment is to match the function of the roadway with the organizational level that
is best suited for the corridor. Several factors play into the role to evaluate jurisdiction alignment, such as rural
vs urban roadway functionality, construction of new roadways, redundant accesses, traffic volumes, connectivity,
continuity, and route prioritization.
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As part of developing the Ward County Comprehensive and Transportation Plans Ward County staff reviewed the
jurisdictional alignment along a series of corridors in Ward County. A review was done to determine any “potential
future” jurisdictional alignment changes which may be needed for a series of County and township roadways in
Ward County. Details pertaining to this review and potential future jurisdictional alignment shifts are provided in
the 2019 Ward County Transportation Plan. It is recommended that the County continue to initiate consideration
and collaboration with other jurisdictions to achieve consensus about any changes in ownership or maintenance
responsibility.
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L A N D US E
EXISTING LAND USE
Ward County is one of the largest counties in North Dakota with a total area of 1,315,788 acres according to the
available GIS data. The vast majority of the land (estimated at 93%) is used for farming and ranching. Figure 4.1
illustrates the distribution of land in crops and pasture in 2016.
Figure 4.1 | Ward County Crop and Pasture Land
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The majority of Ward County land not in agricultural use is located within incorporated municipalities. There are 12
incorporated municipalities and 6 additional unincorporated townsites or hamlets in Ward County (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2 | Ward County Incorporated Cities and Extraterritorial Areas
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The overall distribution of land use is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 | Ward County Land Use in Acres
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Figure 4.4 | Number and Size of Ward County Farms
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DEVELOPMENT TRENDS AND
PATTERNS
Several socioeconomic factors have significantly
influenced development patterns in Ward
County over time. Since the early 1900s, most
of the land in Ward County has been used for
production agriculture. In those early years,
the dominant lifestyle was very rural with more
than 2,000 farms averaging approximately
two quarters of land (320 acres) in size. Small
country schools were the normal means of
education. Families averaged four children,
and motor vehicles were just starting to make
their appearance. (Henry Ford’s Model A was
being sold for approximately $380.) The Great
Depression combined with the Dust Bowl years
caused some families to lose their farms and
move. Continued changes in technology also
influenced agriculture. By 1935 the number of
farms began to decrease and the size of farms
began to increase at a faster rate. These trends
continued at approximately the same rate until
the early 1990s.
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Rural electrification happened in the 1940s in Ward County. Rural water systems began to be constructed in
Ward County in the 1970s. The growing size and power of agricultural equipment allowed more work to get done
with less laborers. The baby boomers born between 1946 and 1964 led to local community schools reaching
their highest enrollment levels. Many of the baby boomers moved away to college and found jobs, and farming
operations became more consolidated. A few major regional centers in North Dakota were growing in population,
but most small communities were losing population. By 1990, North Dakota had more people living in cities with
more than 2,500 people than living in smaller communities and in the country. Figure 4.5 illustrates that, due
principally to the growth of Minot into an urban center, more of the County’s population was urban than rural by
1940.
Figure 4.5 | Ward County Rural and Urban Population
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The most significant trends which have affected development patterns recently have been oil and gas development,
reduced availability of affordable housing, and the continued increases in cost of living. Other factors which are
anticipated to also influence development patterns are the aging baby boomer generation, changing work patterns,
decreased funding availability for infrastructure, and increasing viability of renewable energy systems.
The recent oil and gas boom which peaked in 2013 had a significant influence on development in Ward County.
The Minot area is a regional center with ready access to transportation options and a full set of services and
amenities. Therefore, from 2009 through 2014 the Bakken oil and gas boom led to a large growth in residential
and commercial/industrial development in Minot, and in Burlington and Surrey. This was accompanied by
significant growth in housing, retail and service businesses to accommodate the increased working population. To
a lesser extent the boom led to some residential growth, and more industrial growth in outlying communities and
rural areas. Other significant developments were the development of petroleum storage facilities and a rail transfer
site near Berthold, laydown yards for temporary storage of materials needed for petroleum development, and
housing development. Statistics from the Ward County assessor’s office are summarized in Figure 4.6 and highlight
this growth.
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Figure 4.6 | Ward County Growth
2007-2017
Change
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2007

Berthold

701

513

188

0

1,907

1,278

628

0

1,206

172%

Burlington

1,482

1,349

132

1

3,993

3,202

785

7

2,511

169%

Carpio

230

121

109

0

503

256

244

3

273

119%

Des Lacs

233

219

11

3

443

409

27

6

210

91%

Donnybrook

58

46

10

1

167

123

41

2

110

191%

Douglas

57

52

6

0

190

91

98

0

132

230%

Kenmare

1,419

1,052

37

0

3,085

1,972

1,113

0

1,666

117%

Makoti

147

94

53

0

373

310

56

7

226

154%

Minot

90,327

56,080

34,243

4

206,579

113,550

92,943

85

116,252 129%
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42

55

36

0

269
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85

1

227

540%
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26

0

820

769

50

1

420

105%

Surrey

1,569

1,495

70

4

5,058

4,390

646

22

3,489

222%

* Numbers are shown in thousands.
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The recent oil and gas boom in western North Dakota began on the tail of the Great Recession of 2008. Because
economic investment practices, including housing loan, practices in North Dakota were generally more conservative
than those of many other parts of the United States the effects of the Great Recession did not have a significant
impact on the economy in Ward County. However, the 2011 flood in the Souris River Valley did have a devastating
impact on Minot and other communities in Ward County. The Souris River reached its highest levels since at least
1881 in Minot, and destroyed or damaged 4,115 homes in Ward County (mostly in Minot). The collective result of
the boom and the flood was significant reduction in available workforce housing in Ward County. Although prices
have begun to moderate in the last three years, availability of housing for moderate and low-income families is
limited, and forecast is that it will grow more limited.
Anyone living in Ward County over the last 10 years is very aware of the recent increased cost of living. Typically
cost of living is measured by combining the costs for housing, health care, groceries, utilities, transportation, and
miscellaneous goods and services. Housing is the most dominant single factor making up approximately 28% of
the total cost. Housing costs have jumped significantly since 2008. Nevertheless, Ward County and North Dakota
as a whole, is a cost-effective place to live. Based on a recent study, a North Dakota resident would get $65,609 of
value out of the median household income of $60,557 when compared to the United States as a whole.
Although the oil and gas boom resulted in increased numbers of younger households in Ward County, the baby
boomer generation is aging, and will result in the need for alternative housing, and additional services. This is
especially important if Ward County wants to keep its older people (and their money) in local communities. It will
also have an impact on the agricultural community, as farmers who own the land are also nearing retirement.
Another potentially significant trend that could affect Ward County is the changing pattern of employment. North
Dakota has invested heavily in bringing high-speed internet access to rural parts of the state. This allows smaller
rural communities to be home for workers who are able to work remotely or have flexible work schedules such
as working from home part-time. From 2005 to 2015, the number of people telecommuting in the United States
increased 115%. Multiple studies predict greatly increased opportunities for working remotely in the future. The
business services provider, MBO Partners, recently predicted that 58% of the United States workforce will have
been or will be freelancing by 2027. Many of these freelance opportunities will involve remote work. Other changes
to typical employment patterns include job-sharing, live-work housing, distributed workforces, and increasingly
flexible work schedules.
One effect of the recent oil boom was an increase in the cost of labor
and materials, especially in the western half of North Dakota. There
is evidence that the cost of labor has reduced to some extent,
but the cost of materials is still higher than it used to be. On
the other hand, tax revenues have been down significantly
in 2015 through 2017, and although revenues are showing
signs of stabilizing, the result has been major cuts in State
government spending and pass-through funds to local
jurisdictions. Increasingly, local governments need to find
other sources of revenue to fund needed infrastructure
improvements.
Wind and solar energy development projects are viable across
North Dakota. As of 2018, Ward County is being considered for
three new wind farm projects. The first commercial solar energy
production facility is being constructed in Cass County in 2019.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT FACTORS
In addition to the development trends and patterns discussed in the previous section, future development in Ward
County will be influenced by several additional factors. These include:
▪▪ Natural constraints
▪▪ Existing development constraints
▪▪ Existing facilities, infrastructure, and services
▪▪ Market demand
▪▪ Community values
These factors are useful considerations that can or should help define where and what kind of development activity
takes place in Ward County.

Natural Constraints
There are a variety of natural constraints that
impact the appropriateness and cost-effectiveness
of development. These include designated floodway
and floodplain areas that are constrained by FEMA
required rules which must be adopted by communities
participating in the National Flood Insurance Program.
They also include additional areas identified as
potential flood risk areas by the recent North Dakota
Risk MAP project spearheaded by the ND State Water
Commission and FEMA. Two other related constraints
are wellhead protection areas and aquifers. It is
important to protect these areas from anything that
would contaminate the underground water supply or
inhibit the recharge of the underground water supply.
Wetlands are still another area related to underground
water supply recharge, but they also are important to
flood control, the maintenance of water quality, and
wildlife habitat, and therefore need to be protected.
One additional natural constraint to development is the
presence of certain wildland fire fuels. Wildland fires
can start from a variety of sources including lightning
strikes, sparks from passing trains or vehicles or
campfires, or arson. Areas that have mature trees with
undergrowth are those with the greatest risk from of
major wildland fire impacts. Areas with these natural
constraints are illustrated in Figure 4.7. The darkest
color shaded areas represent those with the most
natural constraints.

Figure 4.7 | Natural Constraints Density

Areas with more overlapping natural constraints are
shown in darker shades of red.
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Existing Development Constraints
Existing development of various kinds may also impact
the appropriateness of certain kinds of development,
primarily because of potential conflicts with proposed
development. An exhaustive list of these potential
conflict areas is not feasible to create. However for
illustrative purposes, examples of these existing land use
or development constraints include landfills, gravel pits,
elevators, wind turbines, dams, constructed drainageways,
dikes, electrical transmission lines, pipelines, railroads and
major roads that commonly are used to haul hazardous
materials, and petrochemical storage depots or other
sites that store hazardous materials. Proximity to these
types of development increase risk of some type of impact
in the event of an emergency, or have some kind of
nuisance characteristic which can affect the desirability of
development in their vicinity. The location of these example
types of development are illustrated in Figure 4.8. The
darkest color shaded areas represent those with the most
types of potentially negative existing development.

Existing Facilities, Infrastructure, and Services
Other types of development or existing facilities,
infrastructure, or services may be assets that enhance or
support the potential for development to locate in their
proximity. Examples of these include proximity to fire
and police stations, proximity to high capacity roads,
and proximity to medical facilities or services, including
ambulance stations. The location of these types of facilities
or services are illustrated in Figure 4.9. The darkest color
shaded areas represent those with the most types of these
development assets. Additional kinds of facilities or services
not illustrated by the map are schools, parks, grocery stores,
banks and post offices. Typically, the greatest numbers of
these additional facilities or services are located in larger
communities.

Figure 4.8 | Existing Development Constraint
Density

Areas with more overlapping development
constraints are shown in darker shades of blue.
Figure 4.9 | Development Asset Density

Areas with more overlapping facilities,
infrastructure, or services are shown in darker
shades of green.
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Market Demand
Over the last two decades, there has been a strong growth in development in the central part of Ward County
where Burlington, Minot and Surrey are located, and in the urban fringe area around them. As noted earlier, these
three cities have experience higher levels of growth in recent years and, in contrast to most communities in Ward
County, were recently or are currently at their highest levels of population. A review of County tax assessor’s
records shows that it is those areas in close proximity these three cities that have seen the greatest increase in
taxable value, due primarily to recent development activity. Additionally, a review of small parcel locations in the
County shows a preponderance of small parcels and subdivisions located in the same general area. Generally, these
same areas are also those where local governments have anticipated the most kinds of development. As opposed
to the rural parts of the County where the anticipated and desirable land use has been primarily agricultural and
limited rural residential, most areas around these three cities have been provided with the capacity for multiple
kinds of development through the provision of zoning districts focused on commercial or industrial land uses as well
as residential and agricultural land uses. Collecting this past pattern suggests future anticipation of higher levels of
development and market demand in this urban fringe area as opposed to the outlying areas of Ward County. This
pattern of urban fringe growth is common for urban centers, and expected for many reasons, including:
▪▪ Most jobs in Ward County are located in this part of the County
▪▪ There are more services and amenities in this part of the County
▪▪ More land has typically been prepared for sale and development in this part of the County
▪▪ This part of the County is closest to the greatest amount of public safety and medical services
The market demand for residential land uses in the outlying areas contrasts significantly to the urban fringe growth
demand. If we use the recent historical trend as an indicator, growth in the rural part of Ward County, including
its small rural communities will be much slower, or for some parts of the County, there may even be decline.
Residential development or land use in the outlying areas will be heavily influenced by the availability of lower cost
homes, the small but ongoing interest of some to live in small communities or in the country, and the potential
turnover of rural farmsteads when current farmers retire or decide to move out. Historically, the outlying areas have
seen occasional new residential development through single outlot development, and not through large lot rural
subdivisions. The demand for occasional single residential lots in anticipated to continue.
The market demand for commercial and industrial growth in the outlying areas is also expected to be significantly
less than the recent historical trend in the urban and urban fringe area. The outlying communities may see some
growth in new commercial or industrial proposals depending largely on the presence of key resources that make
it cost effective to start a business there. Major new commercial or industrial growth in the rural countryside is
likely to be very limited, with the exception of current interest in developing wind farms in the County. There are
currently two different new facilities being contemplated in addition to the two wind farms already located in the
County. Solar farms are another type of renewable energy facility that has recently been proposed in North Dakota,
and could reasonably be expected to be considered in Ward County. There has been a recent growth in proposals
for animal feeding operations in North Dakota, and Ward County may well see development proposals of this type
as well.
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Community Values
The previously listed factors likely to influence development are essentially all external factors. However, another
essential factor to be considered in the process of developing a future land use plan for Ward County is community
values. Community values have been expressed through the public input received. But they are also evident in the
existing planning documents that are already in place and address preferred development patterns.

EXISTING LAND USE PLANS AND ORDINANCES
There are 17 townships with their own zoning regulations in Ward County. It is the intent of this Comprehensive
Plan to incorporate the future land use plans of these townships with the plan governing the townships and areas
under the authority of Ward County’s zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations in a way that will minimize
conflicts at the borders between these different jurisdictions. It is also important to do this in order to help
minimize confusion about desirable development patterns in the rural part of the County.
Most of the townships with their own zoning regulations do not have separate comprehensive plans or land
use plans. Therefore, existing zoning ordinances have been used as a proxy for anticipated or desired land use
patterns in the townships. Analysis of existing township zoning ordinances and the County’s existing zoning
resolutions reveals that there are three primary and three unique patterns contemplated by these 17 different
jurisdictions. Although there are slight variations among individual jurisdictions with each pattern, for the most
part their preferred land use patterns are clear. The land use intent in the largest part of the County is for limited
types of development and a focus on production agriculture and associated rural residential development. These
jurisdictions have a single Ag Preservation Zoning District. In some cases they also have a separate Rural
Residential Zoning District. The second preferred land use pattern involves jurisdictions that have still have a
focus on production agriculture and associated rural residential development. But they also have recognized the
need to provide for another type of land use (either Commercial or Industrial) and have a separate Industrial or
Commercial Zoning District as well. The third primary strategy for land use used by a few townships, and Ward
County, contemplates a full range of land uses, and establishes at least four different Zoning Districts to provide
for each of the following general types of land use: agriculture, rural residential, commercial and industrial.
As illustrated in Figure 4.10 on page 52, the townships where this full range of land uses is contemplated
are primarily located adjacent to the three cities of Burlington, Minot, and Surrey. Several townships in Ward
County have very recently or are currently updating their zoning regulations, and have added additional detail
to the standard ordinance templates used by the majority of the townships in the County. It is the intent of this
comprehensive plan to coordinate the future land use plan with the future land use intentions of these updated
zoning ordinances. An example of this is Surrey Township, which updated their zoning ordinance in 2013. They
have specifically established a zoning district for commercial or industrial development in the vicinity of US 2 and
County Road 23. Another example is Afton Township. Afton Township updated their zoning ordinance in 2018,
and included language about development which aims to minimize overall density of development and to minimize
the development of industrial or commercial development in the Township.
Of the 12 incorporated municipalities in Ward County, five have established future land use or strategic plans to
help guide development under their authority. The cities of Minot, Surrey, Makoti, and Berthold have future land
use plans that define their intentions for growth outside their municipal boundaries. Although the City of Burlington
has a strategic plan that helps guide development in the city, it does not have a future land use plan to guide
development beyond its municipal boundary.
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PUBLIC INPUT PERTAINING TO LAND USE VALUES AND PREFERENCES
The dominant public input received pertaining to land use preferences was not so much a clear expression of the
need for specific development patterns, but rather the need to establish clear guidance for future land use and
development. This was evident from the answers to three questions in the Community Survey completed by many
during the public engagement process. The first question asked if respondents thought Ward County should “do
more about directing future development to appropriate locations.” Over 80% of respondents indicated that Ward
County should do more. The second question asked respondents to indicate which of several perspectives about
County regulation of growth and development best matched their own. Again, over 80% of respondents indicated
their dominant perspective was that County standards were not clear. A third question of particular interest to
land use issues asked respondents to choose which of several perspectives about land use best matched their
own. The dominant response with over 50% agreeing was that future land uses should be in line with current
practices. Additional feedback received during the public engagement process validated the following directions as
appropriate guidance in the Comprehensive Plan:
▪▪ The overall distribution of land uses should be similar to what is already in place.
▪▪ The County needs to clarify where various types of future development are appropriate.
▪▪ The County zoning and subdivision regulations need to be more specific and not ambiguous

URBAN CORE LAND USE DIRECTION
Because there is strong evidence that the most significant area of future development outside cities will be in
the twelve township area adjacent to the Cities of Burlington, Minot, and Surrey, a separate meeting was held
with stakeholders from this area to further discuss planning and development issues in the area. As a result of
efforts related to that meeting, the following additional direction was suggested as appropriate guidance in the
Comprehensive Plan:
▪▪ Each of the three cities has a large amount of land within its municipal boundaries available for
development. Their focus is on infill development, and not on expanding their current municipal boundaries
through annexation or growth in their extraterritorial areas.
▪▪ Although Minot has extended a major sewage collection trunkline through Puppy Dog Coulee, the purpose of
the extension was primarily to allow the transport of sewage in a cost effective manner by avoiding the need
for lift stations. It is not the intent of the City to use this trunk line to extend sewage treatment services for
urban or rural scale development outside the city boundaries in the foreseeable future.
▪▪ Afton Township, although located adjacent to the south side of Minot and in the path of new and anticipated
development near the new Trinity Hospital site, is not encouraging rural development. In fact, they would
like to see the remaining land in the township stay primarily in agricultural use.
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FUTURE LAND USE PLAN
Function of a Future Land Use Plan
As noted in previous sections, this Comprehensive Plan has been drafted to guide the County towards a responsible
future relative to growth and development. An important component is the development and integration of a
Future Land Use Plan (FLUP) as illustrated through a future land use map. This map represents the desired future
condition pursuant to the 20-year planning horizon of this Plan.
As an overarching concept, a Future Land Use Plan (FLUP) is intended to analyze the compatibility of various land
uses, project future demand for certain land uses, and to identify the distribution of agricultural, residential, nonresidential, and other land uses. Furthermore, the Plan will define an agreed upon growth strategy for the County to
accommodate future residential, commercial and industrial development. The Plan shall be drafted and quantified
to account for and address transportation and mobility objectives, infrastructure as well as other complexities that
may directly or indirectly impact land use planning strategies.
The Plan establishes a strategic vision for land use planning decision making for the next 20+ years for Ward
County; and the map should be used by the County to assist in the determination of whether development
applications and various land use activities are consistent with the overall Comprehensive Plan. It is important to
note that the FLUP and the associated land use classifications (and descriptions) are not regulatory or prescriptive,
as distinguished from zoning districts. Furthermore, the FLUP is intended to be used in conjunction with the overall
Comprehensive Plan; inclusive of identified goals and polices as set forth within.
In regard to potential impacts the Plan may have on property owners, the future land use plan establishes a level of
assurance that property will either:
1. Remain a certain land use classification; or
2. Transition into another use/zone classification at some point over the defined planning horizon (20 years)

MAP AMENDMENT
As described within various sections of this document, the Comprehensive Plan has been developed to guide
decision making by Ward County. In order for the Plan to function over the twenty (20) year planning horizon the
County/community must be able to review, revise and update the Plan as conditions may warrant (economics,
social, demographics, growth, political, etc). All Comprehensive Plan Amendments require County Commission
consideration, following and review and recommendation from the County Planning Commission. The County
Commission shall make a decision regarding the proposal amendments based on staff recommendations, public
hearing testimony and amendment approval criteria as established below:
1. The amendment will have no adverse impact (or un mitigated impact) on surrounding properties, facilities or
infrastructure.
2. The amendment will not have any significant or adverse impact on services; inclusive of availability and
adequacy of potable water, sanitary sewer and transportation.
3. The proposed amendment is consistent with the intent of the Ward County Comprehensive Plan.
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Character Regions
Ward County comprises approximately 2,056 square miles and from a broad perspective the character of the area
can be predominately defined under one of the following three (3) land use character regions. These areas each
have different dominant land use characteristics and/or patterns and as such the land uses and related impacts
require different management strategies.
▪▪ Urban – Core. This region includes both the corporate limits and Extraterritorial Areas (ET) of Burlington,
Minot and Surrey. The combination of these geographic areas account for 5% of the total acreage within
Ward County; and more specifically the corporate limits of these municipalities equates to 2% and the ET
areas equate to 4%. In terms of demographics, according to the most recent Census Bureau population
estimates data the estimated population for the cities of Burlington, Minot and Surrey is collectively 49,106,
or 71.2 % of the Ward County population. The Ward County population was estimated at 68,946 in
2017 according to the Census Bureau’s Annual Estimates Program. In the ET areas of Minot, Burlington
and Surrey the existing land use patterns and existing platted properties are generally characterized as
intermittent rural residential subdivisions and low impact commercial and industrial development. Of
particular relevance is the fact that there are numerous platted developments within the ET area. Some
of these platted developments have small lot sizes and have ended up with sewage treatment problems.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the location of the Urban Core Region within the County.
▪▪ Transition – Rural Concentration. The Transition region consists of the geographic area within the twelve
(12) townships that surround Minot, Burlington and Surrey (minus the area defined above as Urban).
This boundary is labeled and referenced in the Transportation Chapter of this Comprehensive Plan as the
Rural/Urban Coordination (RUC) Boundary. For additional boundary details, see Figure 3.10. This region
comprises approximately 16% of the acreage within Ward County. Census Bureau annual population
estimates are not available for townships so the 2017 percentage of county population cannot be calculated.
However, in 2010 this area would have represented approximately 13% of the County’s total 2010
population. The predominant existing land use in this region is agricultural production. Approximately 75%
of the land in the region is in agricultural production. This compares to 86% of the land in agricultural
production in the County. The overall character of the land use is still rural, but development is more
concentrated because of the increased density of rural residential, commercial and industrial development.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the location of the Transition – Rural Concentration region within the County.
It has development potential due to its proximity to the urban region, infrastructure, services, and an
extensive roadway network. The Transition region should be viewed as sensitive; and it will be critical that
the strategies set forth in this Comprehensive Plan guide future land use decision making in this area to
achieve defined objectives of the region. This means defining the scale, intensity and types of development
that are appropriate. It is important to note that the Transition region is located directly within a rather
narrow band of prime agricultural farmland that divides Ward County. On either side of this band is less
productive agricultural land that can be described as rolling prairie with potholes.
▪▪ Rural – Agricultural Preservation. This region is the remaining area in Ward County and includes a
geographic area of forty-five (45) Townships, and represents 78% of the total area in the County. The
boundary of this region is displayed graphically within Figure 4.10. In 2010, 18% of the population was
located in this part of Ward County. As would be expected, the dominant existing land use pattern in the
Rural region is agricultural production; although there are isolated non-farm residential and a diversity of
other land uses spread throughout the region. Additionally, there are nine incorporated cities within this
region, and several other small (unincorporated) rural communities or townsites. Figure 4.10 also illustrates
the Rural Agricultural Preservation Area of the County.
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As shown in detail within Figure 2.8 (Natural Resources) and Figure 2.10 (Prime Farmland) within the
Existing Conditions section of this Comprehensive Plan; the County has three (3) types of terrain that define
the landscape. Within the Rural region, prime farmland is found primarily in the northern portions of the
County and the southern and southwestern portions of the County are largely representative of a rolling prairie
with significant potholes. Thus, a combination of acreage that is prime agricultural production land contrasted
against a large percentage of land in the County that is not as ideal for agricultural production.
Figure 4.10 | Ward County Character Regions
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Future Land Use Objectives by Character Region
As noted previously, each character region should have different land use management strategies to address the
unique situation of the region. The following paragraphs offer more insight into existing land uses, appropriate land
use objectives, and important planning considerations for each region.

URBAN REGION
Defined.

Figure 4.11 – Urban Character Region

The region includes both the corporate limits and
Extraterritorial Areas (ET) of Burlington, Minot and Surrey.
Collectively, this geographic area accommodates nearly 75%
of the entire Ward County population. See Figure 4.11.

Extraterritorial (ET) Areas and Zoning.
The North Dakota Century Code (NDCC 40-47) establishes
the ability of a municipality to extend and exercise its zoning
and subdivision regulations into unincorporated territory
that is adjacent to the corporate limits of a city in order
to promote orderly development. The cities of Burlington,
Minot, and Surrey (and a few others within Ward County)
have extended their zoning and subdivision authority
Red and orange shaded areas are existing plats
consistent with state statute. (See Figure 4.2) The Century
or development.
Code establishes the maximum distance outside municipal
boundaries that ET areas may be extended on the basis of the municipality’s population at the last decennial
census. It also provides that the inner half of that maximum distance is unilaterally under the city’s authority, but
that the outer half is a joint authority with adjacent jurisdictions having zoning authority.
1 Mile Extension – For cities with a population of 5,000 or less. This category is applicable to both the City
of Burlington and the City of Surrey. From ½ mile to 1 mile the Cities have “joint” zoning and subdivision
authority with the “other political subdivision” (Ward County and/or a Township with an adopted zoning
ordinance).
4 Mile Extension – For cities with a population of 25,000 or more. The City of Minot had a 2010
population of 40,888 and therefore they have the ability to extend zoning and subdivision authority to 4
miles. Consistent with other extension categories, from the 2 mile to 4 mile mark the City has “joint” zoning
and subdivision authority with the “other political subdivision” (Ward County and/or a Township with an
adopted zoning ordinance). However, Minot has not extended its Extraterritorial area beyond the first two
miles within which is has unilateral authority.
Ward County does not have zoning authority within part or all of the ET areas established by Burlington, Minot,
and Surrey, this area is still important to consider in the County’s Comprehensive Plan. The County does have
joint zoning authority in parts of Burlington and Surrey’s ET area, and should establish policy about land use in
those parts. Additionally, in the spirit of intergovernmental coordination the County should seek to enable orderly
development and to ensure that urban fringe development is constructed in a manner that will fit appropriately with
urban land use and density patterns. Because the County has responsibility for County highways within this area,
and in fact, within municipal boundaries of the three cities, it is important that the County maintains an interest
and provide input on planning decisions that occur in these ET areas. More specifically, the County should maintain
an interest in development and approvals within ET areas and the RUC boundary that directly abut County
highways or any development proposal that would impact the County highway network. Specific items that the
County should maintain an interest include, but may not be limited to the following:
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1. Platting
2. Right-of-Way
3. Access Management (access control, full or limited turn movements, spacing alignment, auxiliary lanes,
shared access and negative access easements)
4. Annexation
5. Roadway Improvements, Maintenance and Jurisdictional Transfers
The mechanics and the applied use of the ET statute by a municipality and the County is an important detail. The
Century Code requirement for “joint” zoning in portions of ET areas should not be ignored by the County and is an
opportunity to establish intergovernmental coordination agreements that address the topics listed above.

Land Use and Transportation Characteristics.
The Urban region containing the cities of Burlington, Minot and Surrey includes a combination of land uses that
are typical of a metropolitan area of 50,000 people. Furthermore, the land use densities within this region are
representative of an urban community that does not have major development impediments or limiting factors.
As such, residential densities are low and non-residential uses are generally non-compact and vehicle orientated/
dependent. The cities of Burlington, Minot and Surrey have an adopted Comprehensive Plan or Strategic Plan,
and it is the intent of this Ward County Comprehensive Plan to both acknowledge and respect those individual city
plans.
The focus of this Comprehensive Plan is specific to the ET areas of the Urban region. Within the ET area, both
Minot and Surrey have established future land use plans that address future land use in their ET areas. The
ET area also accommodates several existing rural developments (residential, commercial, and industrial) and
existing agricultural uses; as well as isolated recreational and open space land uses.
Outlined below are a few important land use and transportation characteristics of this region.
▪▪ Highway Corridors.Ward County and the Urban region are bisected by a series of
major interregional US highways, including US Hwy 2, US Hwy 83 and US Hwy
52. From a land use planning perspective, these major highways provide relatively
easy and convenient access to a higher capacity roadway network for the various
geographical sub-areas of the urban region. Based on existing land uses and
development patterns as well as proposed future land use plans pursuant to each
city’s growth plans; there is a significant amount of lower density development
abutting (and planned) adjacent to these corridors. The convenient access to a high
capacity roadway network is attractive for development. This will continue to be
a land use planning issue of particular importance for the County and Townships
as growth pressures and land prices increase the marketability of land within the
fringe areas of the ET boundary, the inner ring of the Transition region and acreage
abutting the SW connector alignment noted in the Transportation chapter.
▪▪ Subdivision and Platting within ET Area. There are a significant number of
subdivided lots and platted acreage within the ET area. This is primarily noticeable
in the growth areas adjacent to the city of Minot. The underlying intent of the ET
statutes as established within the North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) is to ensure
that development and growth in the fringe areas is compatible with the adjacent
urban area from both a land use and infrastructure integration standpoint. As such,
if subdivision and platting activities are occurring in a municipality’s ET area there
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are several discussion points that should be of concern and interest to the County. See Land Use Objectives,
below, for additional discussion.
▪▪ Low Density Residential. The city of Minot’s future land use plan shows low density residential and medium
density residential on a majority of the urban fringe acreage that is adjacent to
major or minor arterial roadways. Dependent upon the growth areas that have
been (or will be) identified as high priority; there could be potential land use,
transportation or capital improvement conflicts or coordination opportunities that
could be addressed through intergovernmental agreements.
▪▪ Industrial and Commercial Zoning. The largest amount of land within the ET
boundaries of Minot, Burlington and Surrey can be classified as agriculture or
agriculturally zoned parcels. Minot’s Agricultural District (AG) is the primary
zoning district within the ET area. It requires a minimum lot/tract size of 20 acres
per dwelling unit. In Minot’s ET area the second largest amount of land is lowdensity, large lot rural residential subdivisions. The third most predominant land
use (and noticeably present) type in this ET area is general commercial and heavy
industrial. Minot’s General Commercial (GC) district is intended to be located
adjacent to higher volume arterial roadways and would allow uses such as truck
stops, automobile repair, lumberyards and other vehicle/truck-oriented land
uses. The Heavy Industrial District (M2) is intended to allow heavy commercial
and industrial uses that may include “nuisance” type land uses such as grain
elevators, freight yards, sewer treatment lagoons, manufacturing and repair. It
may be beneficial to the urban reserve function of the ET areas for certain high
impact and high intensity agricultural uses to be discouraged because of ag traffic
movement considerations and potential safety concerns. However, Minot’s large industrial park area is
intended to support ag commodity and added value agriculture activities. Therefore, it would be beneficial
for intergovernmental discussions to take place concerning the potential location of land uses such as
elevators, large scale implement dealerships and agricultural manufacturing or handling facilities (chemical,
fertilizer, anhydrous, etc.) in the ET area or if such uses should be anticipated to be located in the Transition
region.
▪▪ High Impact Industrial Uses. Ward County has over sixty (60) active gravel mining pits with approximately
25% of them within the Urban region. Additionally, there are several high impact petroleum related land use
activities within this urban fringe area. These petroleum uses are generally storage or distribution related;
with facility locations often proximal to rail and interregional roadway networks.

Land Use Objectives.
In summation, the Urban region is currently and will continue to be the population hub for Ward County. This
defined Urban region should facilitate and accommodate a majority of the growth (both residential and nonresidential) that is projected for the County over the lifespan of this Comprehensive Plan. Critical land use
objectives are outlined below:
▪▪ Reserve ET areas for future urban development. The ET boundaries of each community should be viewed
as an urban reserve area while infill development activity is the focus of the three communities. The
County should support a land use approach that encourages any development or platting activity, especially
immediately adjacent to the corporate limits of Minot, Burlington or Surrey, to be consistent and compatible
with city growth plans and constructed to urban standards. This includes land uses, densities, roadway
standards, etc..
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▪▪ Avoid or limit significant land use impacts/conflicts. Although significant urban development and annexation
in the ET area may be decades away, potential conflicts can arise from short-sighted land use changes.
As each city considers future land use questions in its next comprehensive plan, the County should seek
to participate in the development of well-thought out comprehensive plans (strategic plans, infrastructure
servicing plans, master utility plans, etc.) that include and analyze short and long-range growth priorities to
ensure land use transitions in sensitive sub-areas are properly coordinated.
▪▪ Avoid development that places financial burden on Townships. For Ward County, this objective and overall
Comprehensive Plan goal is largely a development approval and both a short-term and long-term roadway
maintenance issue. This occurs as follows:
1. A municipality approves a development within their ET area that either directly or indirectly pushes
vehicle trips onto a township roadway. The Township is then forced to shift or allocate additional
maintenance and improvement dollars to this segment of roadway to adequately maintain and
accommodate the increased traffic, as applicable.
2. The County approves a development or subdivision within the Transition region that either directly or
indirectly pushes vehicle trips onto a township roadway. Again, the Township is then forced to shift
or allocate additional maintenance or improvement dollars to this segment of roadway to adequately
maintain and accommodate the increase traffic, as applicable.
In both cases, it is important that the long term disposition of the proposed development be
considered. If the intent is for eventual annexation, or adjacency to land which will be eventually
annexed, it would be ideal for an future annexation agreement to be developed. (See following
objective.)
▪▪ Intergovernmental Agreements and/or Infrastructure / Urban Service Boundary Intergovernmental Agreement.
Each land use or transportation objective outlined in this section of the Comprehensive Plan has either a
direct or indirect impact or a relationship to another governmental unit. As previously noted, it is critical
that Ward County maintains an interest in the various planning decisions that occur within this ET area;
and more specifically, development activity and approvals that could impact the County highway network.
Additionally, items and activity of specific interest to the County should include any platting or subdivision
application, right-of-way, access management, annexations and roadway improvements (including
maintenance and jurisdictional transfers).
In similar situations, municipalities, townships and the County officials have pursued intergovernmental
agreements or IGA’s to analyze and coordinate various items of mutual interest. These IGA’s are drafted to
outline analytics, procedures and policies with the intent of facilitating orderly development, infrastructure
improvements or any item of mutual interest/concern. The items presented below are a list of items that
have merit to be addressed within an IGA, either individually or possibly certain components collectively.
1. Roadway standards for improvements or new facilities;
2. Platting
3. Subdivision regulations and application/approval process and procedures
4. Urban Service Boundary or infrastructure serviceability plan
5. Identification of priority growth areas
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When such agreements pertain to developments which place a burden on townships or the County for
increased road maintenance or improvements, they should include interim infrastructure maintenance
and future infrastructure improvements, and how their costs will be addressed. These agreements could
also address transportation issues such as corridor preservation and ensuring that regionally significant
roadways are being improved, maintained and the cost is being absorbed, in some manner, by the entity
that is assuming authority to subdivide and approve the development.
▪▪ Preservation of Open Space and other critical Conservation Corridors. The Urban region and portions of the
Transition region are located directly within the Souris River valley (see Figure 2.8, Natural Features). This
geographic sub-area has flooding potential, as well as various topographic challenges that are not ideal for
development. As such, these constraints need to be factored in to future land use plans, and when possible
turned into amenities.

Transportation Objectives.
The existing transportation and roadway network within the Urban region provides a hierarchy of infrastructure
that adequately services the mobility needs of Ward County. The interregional US highway network (US 2,
US 83 and US 52) provides a strong backbone that supports the efficient movement of traffic (both local and
interregional trips) while additionally providing suitable and convenient access for residential, commercial and
industrial development that is proximal.
Critical transportation objectives are outlined below:
a. Facilitate roadway jurisdictional transfers.
b. Adopt access management policy.
c. Intergovernmental Agreements and/or Infrastructure / Urban Service Boundary Intergovernmental
Agreement. Engage the Cities on the development of an IGA or Urban Service boundary to address several
land use and transportation issues of mutual interest.
d. Capital Improvement Planning (CIP).

TRANSITION REGION

Figure 4.12 – Transition Character Region

Defined.
This region includes the twelve township part of Ward
County that is proposed and defined by the Rural/Urban
Coordination (RUC) boundary in the Transportation Chapter;
with the Urban region subtracted. See Figure 4.12.

Land Use and Transportation Characteristics.
The land use in the Transition region is primarily agricultural
production and is intermixed with a few low density rural
residential subdivisions and limited existing commercial and
industrial development. This part of Ward County stands
out as unique when compared to the rural remainder of the
County, because while the dominant land use is agricultural
production it has a had a higher level of development
Red, orange, and blue areas are existing plats
activity. This is evident from the greater number of small
or development.
parcels ( generally indicative of development activity) and
the increased taxable value of townships in this part of the County. (See Figures 4.13 and 4.14.) Figure 4.15
illustrates that this part of the County has been anticipated to see more and different kinds of development than
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Figure 4.13 | Small Parcel Development

The greatest density of small parcels in Ward
County is located largely within the transition region.
the rest of the County because the local jurisdictions have
provided Residential, Industrial and Commercial Zoning
Districts instead of just Agricultural Preservation Zoning
Districts like most of the rest of the County. Additionally,
because of its proximity to the multiple major transportation
corridors and to an important regional economic center, there
has been and will continue to be a higher market demand
for development in this area. All these factors also point to
the potential for more land use conflict than in the rural part
of the County.

Figure 4.14 | Change in Taxable Valuation

The greatest increases in taxable valuation for
townships has largely been with townships in the
transition region.
Figure 4.15 | Zoning Districts by Township

Land Use Objectives.
A core objective and key theme of this Comprehensive
Plan is to protect the agricultural and rural character of
geographic areas that are outside of the urbanized area
(Urban region). As noted previously, there is potential and
demand in this Transition region for other land uses and
development potential. The overarching issue for this region
is determining and establishing regulations pertaining to the
appropriate scale, densities and intensity of development
that are appropriate. If, as proposed, the urban region is
reserved for urban density development, there are certain
land uses which are most appropriately located in the
transition region due to the proximity of emergency services,
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Most of the townships with zoning supporting
a full spectrum of land uses are within the
transition region.
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a large employment base, infrastructure or services not likely available in the rural remainder of the County.
Demographic projections noted in the Context chapter suggest an increase in population for Ward County
of approximately 23,000 persons by 2040. Based on data from the Census Bureau the average HH size is
approximately 2.36 persons per household in Ward County. This equates to the addition of approximately 9,000
households. Considering land consumption and density patterns in this area; with a modest calculation of 3 or 4
units per acre the projected future growth for the entirety of Ward County (inclusive of any long-term commercial
or industrial development acreage needs) could very easily be accommodated within the confines of the existing
(and undeveloped) portions of the municipal ET areas. Therefore, if there is a “need” for residential growth in
the transition region, it is not based on the lack of space in or around cities. This analysis supports the concept
of limiting rural residential development and preserving land for agricultural production wherever possible. This
observation must be balanced with the recognition that a certain segment of the residential market prefers to live in
a rural housing setting.
Based on the preceding observations, critical land use objectives for the Transition Region are:
▪▪ Support ongoing agricultural production land use. The Transition region will experience development and
growth pressure over the lifespan of this Comprehensive Plan. It is essential that development allowed in
the Transition region is managed in a way that does not prevent ag production activities. That both the
Comprehensive Plan and any subsequent ordinance revisions or updates align and support the goals and
policies of this Plan.
▪▪ Allow limited rural residential subdivisions with appropriate standards. As noted previously the Transition
is a rural region, but with increased concentrations of non-ag land uses. The character and density of
residential subdivisions should be rural, with large lots, low densities, and the opportunity for ancillary
land uses that are not feasible in urban residential settings. To ensure the protection of the agricultural
assets and the rural character in the Transition region, the County should collaborate with the Townships
to establish zoning and subdivision regulations that support these objectives. Additionally, they should
periodically review the regulations and development activity to verify that the zoning ordinances of the
County and Townships are accomplishing the intended goal of limiting development in the more rural areas
of the County. Appropriate standards will need to address:
1. Adequate drainage
2. Roadway standards
3. Improvements to public roadways to address potential traffic volumes and impacts
4. Minimum lot size of at least 2 acres in addition to road setback areas ( or larger if required by
townships with their own zoning)
5. Homeowner Associations or other ongoing maintenance systems
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6. Accessory uses
7. Overall residential development density within the surrounding area
▪▪ Coordinate with Township land use plans. Three townships in the Transition region have their own zoning
authority. It is essential that the future land use plan of the County recognize and support the land use
objectives of the Townships in order to minimize land use conflicts.
▪▪ Support the need to minimize development impacts on township and County resources. As noted in the
Urban region discussion, additional development often causes the need for additional road maintenance
or other calls on limited township resources. A fundamental principle of this comprehensive plan is that
development should pay its own way, instead of tapping jurisdiction wide resources to help pay development
costs.
▪▪ Encourage development normally associated with cities to locate inside Ward County communities. One
of the ways that development pressure in the transition region can be minimized is to encourage or ensure
that those uses which are optimally located in cities are located in them. This supports the vitality of Ward
County cities and reduces impacts on township resources.
▪▪ Protect and manage natural resources. There are areas in the transition region that may be better left in a
natural state. Chief among these are floodplains, wetlands and areas susceptible to landslides. The County
should guide development proposals away from these environmentally vulnerable or potentially dangerous
locations. There is opportunity to treat these areas as amenities without allowing significant development
on them.
▪▪ Allow limited industrial or commercial development with appropriate standards. As noted in the Urban
region discussion, there may be land uses that are not a good fit for urban development, but still are best
located in the vicinity of urban areas. Such uses may best be located in the Transition region if appropriate
standards are in place to minimize or mitigate nuisance or public safety concerns.
1. Low impact and limited intensity commercial or industrial development;
2. Agricultural production and support services/industries;
3. Hazardous material and other manufacturing uses not suitable for the ET area due to proximity to
residential or sensitive natural resources
▪▪ Avoid or limit significant land use impacts/conflicts. This objective is aimed especially at development taking
place near the perimeter of the urban region where conflicts with urban scale development activities may
be a concern. Extra care should be taken to minimize potential conflicts by buffering or other mitigation
measures.

Transportation Objectives.
The existing transportation and roadway network within the Transition region provides a hierarchy of infrastructure
that adequately services the mobility needs of Ward County. The interregional US highway network (US 2, US 83
and US 52) provides a strong backbone that supports the efficient movement of traffic (both local and interregional
trips) while additionally providing suitable and convenient access for residential, commercial and industrial
development that is proximal.
It is important to note that a majority of the ‘local’ roadways within the Transition region are unpaved rural-section
Township roadways. Roads that may be future Minot arterials or county major collectors will carry substantially
more traffic in the future. In order to manage expectations, the County shall consider signing these roads as future
high traffic roadways.
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Critical transportation objectives within the Transition region are outlined below:
▪▪ Protect corridors from development patterns that reduce intended capacity and functionality. The County
intends to provide a transportation network that strikes a balance between local needs (access) and regional
travel needs (corridor capacity); while additionally limiting development impacts (roadway maintenance,
traffic, etc.) on Townships. Outlined below are several items of specific interest relative to corridor
preservation, appropriate land development patterns and access management – all of which are critical
factors to consider relative to a roadways short and long-term functionality and level of service.
The transportation network within Ward County offers convenient access to a high capacity roadway network
which is attractive for development. This will continue to be a land use planning issue of importance in
particular for the County and Townships as growth pressures and land prices increase the marketability of
land within the fringe areas of the ET boundary, the inner ring of the Transition region and acreage abutting
the SW connector alignment.
1. County Highway Network – Similar to notations and discussion within the structure of the Urban
region, it is important that Ward County maintains an interest in development and approvals within
both the ET areas (Urban Region) and the RUC boundary (Transition region) that directly abut
County highways or any development proposal that would impact the County highway network.
Items of specific interest to the County should include, but not be limited to the following:
a. Platting – The County should establish platting procedures that ensure adequate draingage,
infrastructure, utilities, and transportation facilities are constructed. In order to address
potential roadway capacity and safety issues, it may be appropriate to require master
development plans and traffic studies to determine impacts of potential development.
b. Right-of-Way – Right-of-Way is the most common means of establishing the ability of a
local jurisdiction to have the necessary land area for a road to be built and maintained to
standards that provide for public safety and transportation capacity. The Transportation
Chapter has established ranges of ROW needs for various functionally classified roadways.
When a development is proposed, as noted previously, all the impacts and costs of the
development are the responsibility of the developer. The method and timing for establishing
and securing ROW should be tied to the development proposal.
c. Access Management – Access management guidelines defined in the transportation chapter
are important to maintaining safety and roadway capacity for the traveling public. Variations
from the guidelines should require an independent engineering analysis to verify safety and
capacity issues are resolved.
d. Roadway Improvements, Maintenance and Jurisdictional Transfers are all matters the County
should review prior to considering approval of plats, outlots, access permits, and other typical
issues associated with development.
2. SW Connector – In the short term, no significant improvements are envisioned for this corridor.
However, in the longer term there may be improvements. In either case, on order to preserve the
viability and functionality of this proposed corridor, it will be important to address potential impacts
from proposed development. A majority of the acreage associated with this proposed corridor
alignment (see Figure 3.10 for conceptual SW Connector alignment) is located within Sundre
Township and Afton Township. As such, portions of this corridor would fall under the County’s
zoning ordinance and the portions within Afton Township would be under their zoning authority.
Any platting activity would be subject to the County’s subdivision ordinance, with review and
comment by the applicable township. As part of the Plan development process, a few different
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land use scenarios and the corresponding implications of each scenario were analyzed. The options
presented, discussed and vetted are summarized as follows:
a. Preserve the corridor as a connector and restrict all types of development – This alternative
continues to support the overarching goal of this Plan of preserving agricultural acreage and
the rural character outside the limits of the Urban region. Furthermore, this option from a
land use planning perspective will support the intended functionality of a connector route –
as any access along this corridor would negatively impact corridor mobility, safety and level
of service.
b. Allow limited (and lower) intensity commercial and industrial uses to take advantage of
the increased vehicular and truck trips (long-term) on this connector route – The most
probable interest in these growth areas will be from developers that are looking at large lot
commercial, industrial or freight type facilities that have good access to a highway network
– yet space from an urban interference. Overall, this is not considered an appropriate land
planning concept based largely on the fact this acreage/corridor alignment is several miles
from the existing ET boundary of Minot, Burlington and Surrey.
c. Allow rural residential (low density) subdivisions in this sub-area – If this corridor alignment
is envisioned as a future connector route, rural residential of any scale would not be an
appropriate land use in this area.
3. Freight and major Agricultural Mobility Routes – To the extent practicable, major freight movement
and agricultural travel routes should be separated from corridors that accommodate significant
vehicular traffic.
Figure 4.16 | Rural Character Region
▪▪ Limit sprawl along major US Highways.
▪▪ Ensure adequate access management applicable to
County Highways.

RURAL REGION
Defined.
This region includes the entirety of Ward County outside of
Urban region and the Transition region. Included within the
Rural region are the incorporated cities of Kenmare, Berthold,
Makoti, Sawyer, Douglas, Des Lacs, Ryder, Carpio and
Dunnybrook; and the unincorporated townsites of Foxholm,
Ruthville and Logan. The Rural region also includes the
Minot Air Force Base which accommodates a population of
approximately 5,500 persons. See Figure 4.16.

Land Use and Transportation Characteristics
Outside of the rural communities noted above, the land use in
the Rural region is primarily agricultural production, detached
single-family residential dwellings. Also within this region
are a very limited number of low density rural residential
subdivisions, limited commercial and industrial development
(often business that support ag production), and some
Small parcel development in the rural character
region is scattered and limited.
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unique land uses that are located here because of available natural resources. These include
approximately 75% of the gravel pits in the County, oil production related facilities, two wind
farms, and a large number of missile launch facilities. A majority of the ‘local’ roadways
within the Transition region are unpaved rural-section Township roadways.

Land Use Objectives
As noted in the Transition region discussion, a core objective and key theme of this
Comprehensive Plan is to protect the agricultural and rural character of geographic areas
that are outside of the Urban region. Additionally, very low density development should be
maintained in order to limit the impact on scarce township resources. Generally, uses that are
consistent with or supportive to the agricultural production primary use should be allowed.
Additionally, when certain land uses (such as gravel pits and wind farms) can only happen
where certain natural resources are available, they should be allowed. Other uses should be
encouraged to locate where they fit better. Critical land use objectives are outlined below:
▪▪ Maintain the dominant land use of agricultural production and related capacity
and rural character – In the rural region, agricultural production should be the
assumed norm and other development should be subservient to it. It is essential that
development allowed in the Rural region is managed in a way that does not prevent
ag production activities. Any development activity proposed in this region should
be provided education on what to expect and not expect. It is important that the
Comprehensive Plan and any subsequent ordinance updates align and clearly support
this objective.
▪▪ Support small town vitality – The small towns throughout the rural region have
varying levels of available services, but generally provide critical services to the
surrounding countryside. As such, they help to maintain the viability of agricultural
production. In addition to maintaining major county roads to good inter- and intracounty transportation, the County should establish a small community overlay
district that requires additional scrutiny of development proposals to ensure potential
development does not threaten the viability of these small communities.
▪▪ Encourage development normally associated with cities to locate inside Ward County
communities. One of the ways that development pressure in the rural region can be
minimized is to encourage or ensure that those uses which are optimally located in
cities are located in them. This supports the vitality of Ward County cities and reduces
impacts on township resources.
▪▪ Protect and manage natural resources. There are areas in the rural region that may
be better left in a natural state. Chief among these are lakes, wildlife reserves,
floodplains, wetlands and areas susceptible to landslides. The County should guide
development proposals away from these environmentally sensitive or potentially
dangerous locations. There is opportunity to treat these areas as amenities without
allowing significant development on them.
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▪▪ Allow limited industrial or commercial development with appropriate standards. There may be land uses
that are not a good fit for urban development, or the transition region, but still appropriately located in Ward
County. Examples may include animal feeding operations and wind farms. Other industrial or commercial
uses may function as support systems for production agriculture, and should be located close to where the
users are. Still other uses may only be located at a given location because of resource availability or military
objectives. All such uses should be allowed when appropriate standards are in place to minimize or mitigate
nuisance or public safety concerns.
▪▪ Coordinate with Township land use plans. Thirteen townships in the rural region have their own zoning
authority. It is essential that the future land use plan of the County recognize and support the land use
objectives of the Townships in order to minimize land use conflicts.
▪▪ Support the need to minimize development impacts on township and County resources. As noted in the
Urban and Transition region discussions, additional development often causes the need for additional road
maintenance or other calls on limited township resources. A fundamental principle of this comprehensive
plan is that development should pay its own way, instead of tapping jurisdiction wide resources to help pay
development costs.
▪▪ Limit residential development to minor subdivisions or a related outlot density. In order to minimize
development impacts on township and county resources, no major subdivisions are appropriate in the rural
region. The single exception to this objective should be noted for the existing Rice Lake development. For the
remainder of the Rural Region, density limitation of one residence per quarter is recommended. And minor
subdivisions up to four lots may be allowed in cases where this density limitation is not exceeded. Individual
outlots should be subject to the same maximum density. In cases where individual township zoning
ordinance establish a different density limitation, the township ordinance should be the operative guidance.
▪▪ Encourage use/maintenance of existing development (farmsteads and small towns). An exception to the
limitation on rural residential development should be made for the case of farmsteads in order to maintain
the rural tax base and support agricultural production. If there is opportunity to support the maintenance
and continued use of residences in the small communities, the County should do so.
▪▪ Protect and restrict development within proximity to the Air Force Base. The standards and requirements of
Zoning Resolution 1 should be incorporated into the new zoning and subdivision regulations of the County.
▪▪ Require rural residential parcels to be at least 2 acres. This requirement places the lot size well below
maximum size for mortgages, provides room for supplemental onsite septic systems and desirable accessory
uses. It also helps to maintain rural character. The two acre requirement should be measured exclusive of
any road setback requirements.

Transportation Objectives.
Critical transportation objectives within the Rural region are outlined below:
▪▪ Maintain existing intra-county roadway network.
▪▪ Protect future capacity of intra-county road network.
▪▪ Provide safe adequate intra-county road network to small towns.
▪▪ Provide adequate freight hauling road network for ag commodities.
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Future Land Use Map
The purpose of a future land use map is to illustrate the strategy for managing land use developed during the
comprehensive planning process. The future land use map will likely be modified in the future to reflect changing
situations. It is not to be construed as a rigid definition of Ward County in the future. Rather it should be treated as
an expression of the geographic relationship between various proposed land use categories.
The future land use map does not have the same legal status as an Official Zoning Map, which is a part of the
zoning ordinance and is in effect a law. Instead, the future land use map should be considered a guide, expressing
a vision for the County’s future and should be used to influence future land use decisions, not regulate the activities
in specific zones.

FUTURE LAND USE MAP CATEGORIES
Designations on the Future Land Use Map are based on site constraints, historic and developing growth patterns,
community values, and the analysis of issues and opportunities completed during the planning process. The
exact manner that densities are addressed is determined in zoning and subdivision regulations. To the extent that
densities are discussed they should be considered maximum allowed, and do not preclude lower levels of density.
The following land use categories help to interpret the future land use map. Land use categories do not necessarily
denote zoning districts, and in fact more than one zoning district of the zoning ordinance will likely be found in
areas denoted by a single land use category. Conversely, the same zoning district may be reasonably established
in more than one land use category. The following diagram illustrates the general relationship between character
regions, land use categories, zoning districts and specific land uses.

Agricultural Preservation
The agricultural preservation areas are sparsely populated, remote from public services, and are characterized by
production agriculture and very low density residential uses. The dominant use in these areas in intended to remain
production agriculture. Uses that support production agriculture and its rural population will also be located in
these areas. Rural recreational uses, and unique site or resource specific uses will also be located in these areas.
Only minor subdivisions and outlots are found in these areas. Maximum density in agricultural preservation areas is
recommended to be one dwelling unit per 160 acres.

Rural-Urban Transition
The rural-urban transition area is adjacent to the urban center of Ward County. While the dominant land use is
production agriculture and the overall character of this area remains very rural, other land uses are found at higher
densities than will be found in the agricultural preservation area. Certain industrial and commercial land uses
may also be found in this area when it is determined that they are not appropriate in, but are properly located
near to the urban reserve area. While the maximum density of one dwelling unit per 160 acres in the agricultural
preservation areas is recommended, when the residences are located in a major subdivision this density standard is
held in abeyance for the area within the subdivision. The minimum lot size for lots in major subdivisions is 2 acres
per lot, exclusive of roadway setbacks.

Urban Reserve
The urban reserve area has a large percentage of its land area in production agricultural use, and a variety of
residential, commercial, and industrial land uses are found in the area. The area is being preserved for future
urban scale and density development when needed for expansion by the three cities located in the Urban reserve
area. Consequently, very little development takes place in this area unless it is contiguous to existing municipal
boundaries, is developed to urban standards, and is part of a planned orderly annexation.
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Air Force Base Protection Area
The Air Force Base protection area has a large percentage of its land area in production agricultural use, and
although some residential, commercial, and industrial land uses are present, they are characterized by very low
density and are limited by special requirements to protect the safety and security of the Minot Air Force Base.
Development is limited to very low occupancy levels to minimize impacts of a potential disaster during base
operations.

Small Community
The small community areas are essentially overlays of the agricultural preservation land use category. They are
centered on the municipal boundaries of each small community in Ward County outside the Urban Reserve
area. They extend for 1 mile beyond these municipal boundaries in order define an area similar to extraterritorial
areas within which development is scrutinized to ensure it is compatible with existing and future uses within the
municipality. Densities and development is intended to be compatible with the expansion of each municipality.

Natural Resource/Open Space
The natural resource/open space areas are essentially overlays centered on major drainage coulees and the Souris
River, and related designated floodplains. Existing land uses include production agriculture, scattered residential
development, and open space or water areas. Very little development is intended to occur in this area because
of the need to protect sensitive habitat, water recharge areas, or to avoid the impacts of development within a
floodplain.

Critical Facilities
The critical facilities areas are spots located throughout the County with unique characteristics that require careful
review before allowing development to happen in their vicinity. Generally, residential development in the vicinity of
these sites is inappropriate, and the scale and type of other development will be limited.
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Figure 4.17 | Future Land Use Map
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G OA L S & IM PL E M E N TATI O N P O LI CIE S
This chapter of the Ward County Comprehensive Plan provides a tool for implementing the strategies and
recommendations discussed within earlier chapters of the Plan. A series of goals and policies have been developed
by pulling forward key recommendations, policy considerations, objectives, and strategies identified for existing
and future land use as well as existing and future transportation systems. These goals and policies are intended
to support consistent decision-making within Ward County government in the areas of land use, development,
transportation, economic development, and quality of life.

Intergovernmental Coordination
Several goals and policies that have been developed are related to intergovernmental coordination. These goals
and policies support the existing position of Ward County and its position to proactively approaching issues of
intergovernmental significance.
Goal A – Ward County is interested in building intergovernmental relationships to support coordinated policy
development with townships and cities throughout Ward County. This will be most pronounced within the RuralUrban Coordination (RUC) Boundary established by this plan. Ward County is committed to working proactively
with cities and townships in the RUC Boundary to address the most pressing land use and transportation issues
facing Ward County.
Policy A1. Intergovernmental Agreement – The County shall engage the City of Minot, City of Burlington,
City of Surrey and relevant townships on the development of an Infrastructure or Urban Service Boundary
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA). The IGA would address and coordinate several land use planning and
transportation items of mutual interest. These IGA’s could be drafted and negotiated separately or potentially
certain components could be addressed in a collective IGA.
Policy A2. Annexation – Ward County supports municipal requirements for annexation of proposed
developments within ET areas that may otherwise cause substantial financial burden upon either County or
township infrastructure, and is more fitting of municipal/urban standards.
Policy A3. Engagement in ET Area Planning – The County shall maintain an interest in the development and
approvals of subdivisions within ET areas throughout Ward County and the RUC Boundary that directly abut
Ward County roadways or which have the potential indirectly impact a Ward County roadway. Ward County
supports the identification and development of municipal infrastructure extension (i.e. growth) boundaries to
reduce development pressures with in ET Areas in Ward County.
Policy A4. Township Planning – The County shall coordinate with Townships to develop a Comprehensive Plan
template for use by the Townships. This is most important for those Townships that have adopted (or plan to
adopt) zoning ordinances as pursuant to state statute (NDCC 40-47-03) a comprehensive plan is needed to
provide the legal framework for a zoning ordinance.
Policy A5. Consistency of Standards – Ward County supports the development of common standards with in
ET areas that merge the land use and transportation requirements between townships, cities and Ward County.
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Transportation
Several goals and policies have been developed to support the efficient implementation of key findings and
recommendations of the Transportation chapter of this plan. These goals and policies support existing Ward County
transportation systems and protect and preserve future investments in both public right of ways and adjacent
private property.
Goal B – The County shall provide convenient, connected and efficient transportation facilities through
development of a network of Regional Significant Corridors (RSCs). The RSC network demonstrates a 322-mile
network of priority corridors in Ward County.
Policy B1. Regional Significant Corridors – Ward County will use the RSC network to guide decision
making for both corridor preservation and corridor investment. Codify the RSC network as defined by the
Comprehensive and Transportation Plans and integrate reference to the RSC network in applicable ordinances
and investment programming developed by Ward County.
Policy B2. Pavement and Gravel Management – Ward County will use the RSC Network when considering
the life-cycle and surface investment program for managing the maintenance of gravel and paved roadway
surfaces in Ward County. All Ward County roadways will meet minimum standards established by this plan.
The RSC Network serves as a set of roadways which are given deference for the potential to exceed existing
standards in the development of travel and pavement management investments.
Policy B3. Southeast/Southwest Connector Corridor – Ward County will pursue a more detailed corridor level
analysis to support development of the SE/SW Connector Corridor identified by this plan. Should developments
occur along the general alignment of the SE/SW Connector Corridor prior to a more detailed corridor study,
consideration should be given to ensure preservation to support development of this corridors as a future Minor
Arterial roadway.
Goal C – The County shall provide for a new updated Functional Class map which serves to establish a hierarchy
of roadways to support safe and efficient transportation in Ward County. The update should be coordinated
with NDDOT, with consideration given to impacted communities for which Ward County Corridors pass through,
especially the City of Minot.
Policy C1. Functional Class – Ward County should move forward with reclassifying the paved segments of
corridors identified as Future Minor Arterials. These corridors should be included and properly identified within
the official Functional Classification map of Ward County. The balance of proposed future Minor Arterials would
be designated when conditions and development trends along those roadways justify.
Goal D – The County should work proactively with cities and townships in Ward County to periodically review
and consider changes in jurisdictional alignment (i.e. ownership) of various roadway segments. The Ward County
Transportation Plan identifies nearly 110 miles of roadway which should be candidates for a potential future
change in jurisdictional alignment.
Policy D1. Jurisdictional Alignment – Ward County will coordinate with cities and townships through
the project development process (i.e. roadway reconstruction, paving or grading), as platting and land
use decisions are reviewed and through ongoing municipal annexation proceedings to evaluate potential
jurisdictional alignment shifts for corridors identified in this plan.
Policy D2. Cost Sharing of Jurisdictional Alignment Changes – On a case by case basis Ward County and
impacted townships and municipalities will develop cost sharing and cost participation agreements to govern
the equitable jurisdictional alignment shift of potential roadway segments.
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Goal E – The County shall strive to balance local access needs with regional travel needs (corridor capacity)
through the development of access management standards to be implemented through the subdivision
ordinance. The access management guidelines discussed in the Comprehensive and Transportation Plans
provide the baseline set of requirements for consideration through development of a future access management
ordinance for Ward County.
Policy E1. Access Management – The County shall develop and implement an access management ordinance
which shall apply to any development activity on a County or township roadway. The ordinance shall
build upon the standards outlined in this plan and will be based on the existing and future functional class
designations established for Ward County roadways. Consideration may also be given to the RSC Network
when considering access management standards for various corridors. The access management ordinance
shall reflect the unique geographic considerations such as the Rural-Urban Coordination (RUC) Boundary
and other existing and future land use considerations to ensure flexibility based on specific conditions and
limitations throughout Ward County. The ordinance shall include the location and design of public and private
roadways and access, in any form (i.e. new, changed, modified, altered, re-constructed, etc.) to the County
road system. The ordinance shall address the permitting of all access requests (permits) for any proposed
connection to County controlled right-of-way and the requirement that an Access Plan be submitted for certain
development activities and subdivisions.
Policy E2. Access Management in Extraterritorial (ET) Areas – For platting or development activity in
municipal ET areas the County intends to maintain an interest in access permitting and approvals such as they
impact Ward County corridors. The access management ordinance shall set forth that for municipalities and
townships that have zoning ordinances and/or land development codes the County’s policy shall supersede
and apply to any development activity that would require connectivity to the County highway system. The
County should encourage application to any access request to a roadway under the jurisdiction of another
governmental unit that is within 1/8 mile of an intersection with a county roadway.
Goal F – The County shall implement existing building setback standards as outlined in this plan. Building
setback standards protect private property, protect the traveling public and preserve a clear zone along traveled
right of ways. Building setbacks are not a replacement for right-of-way purchase or dedication or easements.
Building setback can be viewed as a preliminary first step in preserving lands adjacent to county roadways for
future potential roadway improvements.
Policy F1. Building setback – Building setbacks (from roadway centerlines) shall be adopted into ordinance
to work in tandem with right of way preservation goals on Ward County roadways. The standards should
be the baseline set of recommended requirements and should support the existing and future roadway
functional class of Ward County roadways. Specific building setbacks from centerline will be established by
ordinance and will be potentially variable based on both proposed land use and the functional classification
of the adjacent roadway. It will be important to work with townships having their own zoning regulations to
incorporate setbacks within their jurisdiction. Because right-of-way dedications may not be appropriate in
rural areas (outside of the Rural-Urban Coordination Boundary) the adoption of building setback standards
will protect the substantial public investment in the existing transportation system and reduce the need for
expensive remedial measures if highway improvements are ever warranted in these rural areas. However,
setbacks are not a substitute for right-of-way purchase or dedication, only right-of-way preservation.
Goal G – The intent of right-of-way standards is the preservation of corridors for future growth and/or
modification of roadways to support the Ward County transportation system. The County shall establish
procedures for right-of-way acquisition or dedications, easements or other measures as determined necessary to
facilitate improvements and investment as outlined in the Ward County Comprehensive Plan.
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Policy G1. Right-of-Way – The County shall develop a right-of-way ordinance to accomplish the relevant
objective outlined in this plan. The requirements established by a future right-of-way ordinance shall follow
guidance in this plan based on a hierarchy of existing and future functional class and shall consider priority
corridors such as the RSC Network. A future right-of- way ordinance shall be applicable to subdivision
and platting applications, land use applications, development permits or annexation petitions/annexation
agreements. Such an ordinance ensures right-of-way is preserved for potential future improvements, to support
corridor preservation needs and to protect adjacent private property.
Goal H – Ward County will work to gradually improve priority corridors in Ward County to meet 105,500
standards. Currently 85 miles of Ward County roadways are at 105,500 standards. Because this investment
is significant, the investment will be gradual and done over time. The RSC Network is considered the highest
investment priority for upgrade to 105,500 standards within Ward County.
Policy H1. 105,500 Standards – As roadway projects are scoped, review the RSC Network when considering
investments to meet 105,500 standards. The RSC Network would be considered the highest priority for
upgrade to 105,500 standards. Ward County will review and consider conditions along roadway segments
planned for improvement to make a final determination on the benefit-cost of investment to meet 105,500
standards. A special request to upgrade to 105,500 standards on corridors outside of the RSC Network would
need to be evaluated by the County Engineer against proposed future conditions which warrant the investment.
Ward County could consider a public-private cost share and related private maintenance agreement for certain
special requests to improve roadways to 105,500 standards.
Goal I – The ability to catalogue current traffic data is an important tool in transportation decision making.
Consider the development of a regular traffic data collection program for Ward County corridors. Focus would be
on the RSC Network countywide, and on all County corridors with in the RUC Boundary.
Policy I1. Data Collection – Coordinate with NDDOT, the City of Minot and other jurisdictions in Ward County
to collect traffic data on corridors with in the RUC and the RSC Network (county wide) on a five-year cycle.
Collect data more frequently is safety or operational issues arise on a certain corridor(s).

Land Use and Development
A series of goals and policies have been developed to support the efficient implementation of key findings of
the Land Use and Development chapter of this plan. These goals and policies support many of the existing
Ward County zoning ordinance objectives, and provide a systematic approach to protecting property rights and
investment in a way that minimizes land use conflicts, places the impacts of new development on the developer,
and minimizes public expenditures.
Goal J – The County shall protect the safety and security of, and prevent encroachment on, Minot Air Force Base
and its outlying facilities.
Policy J1. Air Base Environs – Maintain the requirements currently in effect through Zoning Resolution 1 to
protect its defined areas from inappropriate development types and levels
Policy J2. Outlying Facilities Procedures – Establish procedures to ensure review of all development proposals
that are in the vicinity of launch facilities and missile alert facilities
Policy J3. Air Base Standards – Adopt standards or requirements necessary to protect the safety and security
of and prevent encroachment on all Air Force facilities in Ward County
Policy J4. Township Technical Support – Provide technical support to townships with their own zoning or
permitting regulations to help them protect Air Force facilities from inappropriate development types and
levels, and prevent encroachment on the facilities
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Policy J5. Township Encouragement – Encourage townships with their own zoning or permitting regulations to
adopt standards or requirements necessary to protect the safety and security of Air Force facilities
Goal K – The County shall protect the rural region of Ward County from development that places a burden on
township resources.
Policy K1. Township Consultation – Consult all townships to obtain feedback on impacts of proposed
development (outlots and subdivisions) especially as it pertains to road maintenance on township roads
Policy K2. Rural Region Density Limitations – Establish density limitations for residential lots and subdivisions
Policy K3. Density Consistency – Do not approve subdivisions or outlots in the rural region of the county if
they would result in densities greater than established density limitations
Goal L – The County shall protect the rural region of Ward County from development that places a burden on
township resources.
Policy L1. Incorporate Township Land Use Plans – Incorporate township land use plans into the county land
use plan
Policy L2. Subdivision Township Consistency – Do not approve subdivisions that are inconsistent with
township land use plans or zoning ordinances
Policy L3. Density Township Consistency – In cases where townships have density limitations that are more
restrictive than County density limitations, do not approve development at levels that are greater than the
township density limitations
Goal M – The County shall support ongoing farming and ranching, and related rural residential development as
the dominant land use in the rural region of Ward County
Policy M1. Minor Subdivisions – Limit the intensity and scale of permitted rural residential subdivisions in the
rural region of the County by only allowing minor subdivisions outside of the Transition Region.
Policy M2. Ag Preservation District – Establish an Agriculture Preservation zoning district that allows for
farming and ranching and the normal incidents of farming and ranching, as well as industrial or commercial
activities that must be located in the rural part of the township due to related resource locations, ag support
uses, and rural residential development that is consistent with density limitations to be defined.
Goal N – The County shall carefully manage land use and development in the Transition Region to minimize land
use conflicts while providing opportunities for major large lot subdivisions, commercial and industrial uses that
are not good fits for the Rural Region or the Urban Region.
Policy N1. Major Subdivisions – Support major large lot residential subdivisions within the Transition Region
of the County when all impacts of development including internal and external transportation routes, drainage,
floodplain, septic system, and water supply are fully mitigated by the subdivision plan and paid for by the
developer.
Policy N2. Transition Region Density Limitations – Limit the intensity and scale of permitted residential
outlots and minor subdivisions within the Transition Region to the same density allowed in the rural region of
the County.
Policy N3. Transition Region Commercial/Industrial Suitability – Do not allow commercial or industrial
development in the Transition Region that is better suited to be located within urban areas due to the demand
for public safety response capabilities, the volume of sewage treatment, the volume of traffic, the need for
large volumes of water for commercial sprinkler systems and other similar factors.
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Goal O – The County shall support the vitality of small towns in Ward County
Policy O1. Encourage Small Town Development – Encourage non-agriculture related development to locate
inside Ward County communities
Policy O2. Community Overlay District – Establish a Community Overlay zoning district to provide for careful
scrutiny of proposed development impacts on rural small towns in Ward County
Goal P – The County shall collaborate with Burlington, Minot, and Surrey in land use management and
infrastructure development in the area surrounding the cities.
Policy P1. Urban Small Lot Subdivisions – Support major small lot residential subdivisions within the Urban
Region only in the case that urban services (roadways, water, sewer) are available and extended.
Policy P2. Urban Infill Collaboration – Work with city planning and engineering staff to support each city’s
intent to focus on infill development for the foreseeable future.
Policy P3. Urban Future Land Use Plans – Encourage the city of Burlington to define future land use plans
that properly outline future growth areas and their ability to provide municipal services to these areas – both
short term and long term. This should also assist the County in the overall goal of pushing development to
areas that can support it from an infrastructure standpoint.
Policy P4. Minot Future Land Use Plans – Encourage the city of Minot to update its future land use plan to
fully address the land located inside its extraterritorial area.
Goal Q – The County shall provide for industrial and commercial development in rural region of Ward County that
supports the ongoing dominant land use of farming, ranching and related rural residential development
Policy Q1. Rural Region Commercial/Industrial Suitability – Low intensity and low impact commercial and
industrial uses shall be contemplated as permissible land uses in the Transitional or Ag Preservation zoning
districts, specific to certain approval criteria.
Policy Q2. Commercial/Industrial District – Establish a Commercial/Industrial zoning district. This district
shall be included within an updated zoning ordinance and shall allow certain low intensity and low impact
commercial and industrial land uses by-right.
Policy Q3. Small Community Future Land Use Plans – Small rural communities should be encouraged to
establish future land use plans that properly outline future growth areas and their ability to provide municipal
services to this acreage – both short term and long term. This should also assist the County in the overall goal
of pushing development to areas that can support it from an infrastructure standpoint.
Goal R – The County shall protect and manage natural resources in Ward County
Policy R1. Natural Resource Overlay District – Establish a Natural Resource Overlay district to provide for
careful scrutiny of proposed development impacts on floodplains, major water bodies, and related major
coulees in Ward County
Policy R2. Natural Resource Overlay Application – Use a Natural Resource Overlay district as a tool to
encourage the preservation of open space and natural habitat for outdoor recreation activities such as crosscountry skiing, walking and biking, and the like.
Policy R3. Natural Resource Overlay Coordination – Use a Natural Resource Overlay district as a tool to
coordinate with the protection of similar areas within the planning jurisdiction of Minot and Burlington, and to
allow for the extension and connection of such greenways in the County’s jurisdiction.
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Goal S – The County shall adopt and implement the future land use plan as described in the land use chapter,
including the regulation of land uses consistent with the land use category descriptions
Policy S1. Future Land Use Plan Review – To ensure the protection of the rural agricultural character of
Ward County, the County in collaboration with Townships (specifically the Townships that comprise the RUC
Boundary) shall periodically review and analyze whether the zoning ordinances of the County and Townships
are accomplishing the intended goal of constraining development in the more rural areas of the County.
Policy S2. Future Land Use Plan Guidance – The future land use plan shall be a guide to inform and support
decision making.
Policy. S3 Future Development Consistency with Intent – Future development should be consistent with the
intent of the future land use plan.
Policy S4. Future Development Approval based on Consistency – All development proposals shall be reviewed
for consistency with the future land use plan, and shall not be approved unless they are consistent with the
future land use plan.
Policy S5. Future Land Use Plan Amendment – Any modifications to the future land use plan should be
supported by the defined vision, and goals and policies as set forth in the Plan.
Policy S6. Future Land Use Plan Implementation Tools – Revise the County zoning ordinance, zoning map
and related land development and subdivision ordinances to be consistent with the overall intent of the future
land use plan and supporting elements as outlined within this Comprehensive Plan.
Goal T – The County shall endeavor to maintain and enhance the quality of life of Ward County citizens as it
pertains to housing, cost of living, and economic development
Policy. T1 Housing – Collaborate with cities in Ward County in efforts to maintain and increase the availability
of a full range of housing options to provide for current and future housing needs in the County.
Policy T2. Economic Development – Collaborate with cities, community development and economic
development agencies in the County to maintain and increase the resources and practices that will support
economic development in Ward County.
Policy T3. Quality of Life – Support efforts to maintain and enhance the quality of life for Ward County
citizens.
Goal U – The County shall support emergency management and public safety functions in Ward County
Policy U1. Support Public Safety Function – Incorporate standards and requirements into Ward County’s
zoning and subdivision regulations that will reduce hazards, increase resilience, and maintain public safety in
the County
Policy U2. Floodplain Protection – Do not allow development that will increase the risk of flooding in Ward
County
Policy U3. Master Drainage Plans – Require all major subdivisions to complete a master drainage plan that
ensures flooding will not be increased by any proposed development
Goal V – The County shall Implement the Comprehensive Plan in a way that maintains harmony between goals,
strategies, and policies.
Policy V1. Internal Consistency – Update the county zoning and subdivision code, inclusive of all land use and
transportation recommendations and/or strategies as detailed within this Comprehensive Plan, and interpret
these tools in a way that maintains harmony and internal consistency.
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